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Chapter One 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this dissertation is to reassess the 
contribution made by John Maynard Keynes to the field of 
monetary economics. In particular we focus on the attempt 
made by Keynes to integrate monetary and value theory into a 
cohesive unified theory that could be employed to develop 
monetary policies capable of solving a wide range of economic 
problems. The approach employed is to focus primarily on 
Keynes' own writings beginning around 1911 until his defense 
of the General Theory in 1937. Our aim is to employ Keynes' 
own thoughts in tracing out the development of his theoretical 
approach as it evolved from his early reviews of Irving Fisher 
through the Tract, Treatise, and finally the General Theory 
and its defense. 
Keynes was both a complex and contradictory intellectual 
struggling to understand the complexity of the modern monetary 
economy. He understood the need for abstract theorizing while 
at the same time recognizing the need for realism in 
formulating public policy. His monetary thought is in fact 
an expression of the tension between theory and practice in a 
world where unemployment and inflation represent cases of 
extreme economic and human hardship. The complexity of the 
real world with its vast set of interrelated functions seemed 
to break the world up into separate yet mutual problems. 
Issues of trade, employment, investment, pricing and savings 
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all seemed to require a theory of their own and yet the 
interdependency between each component call for a general 
theoretical framework that could provide a consistent method 
of analysis and policymaking. In some sense we might describe 
Keynes' struggle in the terms employed by Isaiah Berlin in 
his essay the Hedgehog and the Fox where Keynes was a fox 
trying to become a hedgehog. Berlin described the fox 
personality as one [1, p 1] who pursues many ends, often 
unrelated and even contradictory [seemingly] . . . related by 
no single moral or aesthetic principle. The hedgehog, on the 
other hand, was a person [1, p 1]: who related everything to 
a single central vision, one system less or more coherent or 
articulate . . . a single, universal, organizing principle in 
terms of which alone all that they are saying has significance. 
The critics of Keynes often see the fox as they examine 
each of Keynes' works in isolation dealing with inflation, 
public works or trade issues. And yet, upon closer examination 
an underlying theme exists. That theme is the pursuit of 
social justice within the capitalistic monetary economy and 
of the development of policies that produce just outcomes in 
a stable society and economy. To achieve this ethical end 
Keynes developed a research program that emphasized the 
discovery of how the capitalistic monetary economy functioned. 
Without such an epistemological foundation policy 
recommendations could be potentially damaging to the welfare 
of society. 
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The key to understanding the operation of the capitalistic 
system was the coming to grips with the relationship between 
money and production. It was through the development of his 
understanding of the monetary theory of production that Keynes 
was led to uncover a series of paradoxes which help to produce 
the instabilities that often plague the capitalistic system. 
The fact that money serves both the medium of exchange and as 
a store of value presented problems in that the stock of money 
could not be used to control both functions simultaneously. 
Thus, the flows of money for current output and those 
associated with financial transactions could become unbalanced 
thereby damaging the smooth operations of the economy. In a 
similar manner profits served both as a signal of equilibrium 
and of disequilibrium in a monetary production framework and 
yet the equilibrium condition of a normal profit was viewed 
as fair, whereas economic profits were not, even though 
economic profits were an essential mechanism in the allocation 
of resources. The paradox of saving is well known and other 
insights into this dual nature of many key variables constitute 
Keynes' contribution to the isolation of the causes of 
instability and unemployment equilibrium within the capitalist 
economy. 
Keynes was also, above all, aware of the human condition 
that dominates economic activity and central to the human 
tendencies was the propensity to develop and act upon 
expectations. It was through the formation of expectations 
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that time and money became linked in the production process. 
In a world of imperfect information, expectations dominate in 
production decisions and the risks and uncertainties inherent 
in all production activities help to create asymmetries that 
promote instability in the capitalistic system. In particular, 
the fetish for liquidity in a monetary economy could lead to 
high levels of unemployment. It was of paramount importance 
that policies which engendered stability be developed for 
otherwise the entrepreneur, whose decisions mattered the most 
in a monetary theory of production, would reduce output and 
employment in order to reduce his exposure to the risk of 
failure. 
The microfoundations of Keynes' monetary theory of 
production were built upon the entrepreneur and the supply 
decisions based on his expected demand. The focus was not 
placed on the optimization decisions of individual consumers, 
but rather on the profitability to entrepreneurs, in monetary 
terms, of the expected transactions in the market place. It 
was the monetary aspect of exchange and not the real goods 
exchanged that was the center of attention. No matter how 
high the marginal productivity of the next unit of labor, if 
that product could not be sold for a profit, even if the going 
wage was lower than the current marginal revenue product, the 
labor would not be employed. In a monetary economy it was 
the entrepreneur's decision based on expected monetary profits 
that provided the motivation for production and nothing else. 
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It was not value per'se that was at issue but the expected 
value vis-a-vis the costs of production that mattered in the 
decision to provide employment. 
Money, however, affected both the value of output and the 
costs of production. It was the availability of money that 
made demands by consumers and entrepreneurs effective. Money 
influenced the operation of the economy through the uses to 
which it was applied and its distribution across uses. The 
flow of money into any particular sector of the economy gave 
entrepreneurs the power to command resources and reallocate 
resources to meet the demands of consumers. Balance was 
necessary to the flow of money between uses in the purchase 
of current output and financial or second hand assets. 
Employment depended on the flows directed toward current output 
and any change in expectations which diverted money into 
financial circulation would disrupt the employment decisions 
of entrepreneurs. 
From a policy perspective it was stability in money flows 
and hence stability in the expectations of entrepreneurs that 
was the key to social justice, for otherwise the unemployment 
that might occur would be the greatest injustice the capitalist 
system could produce. Oddly enough, it was the paradox that 
was presented by the liquidity characteristics of money that 
helped to create the greatest weakness in the monetary scheme 
of production. The existence of money fueled the growth of 
economic activity and yet of all the assets and commodities 
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that individuals could hold money presented itself as the 
most liquid asset of them all in part because of the positive 
nature and role played by money in the system of value and 
exchange. Thus at some point money would serve as a break on 
economic activity. Furthermore, the very nature of a monetary 
economy is typically characterized by a low elasticity of 
employment in the production of money. Therefore, increased 
demands for money reduced employment in other commodity 
production while not producing an offsetting increase in 
employment in the monetary sector. 
Thus the monetary system of production embodied an inherent 
instability. In order to avoid the social waste associated 
with unemployment the policies that must be followed emphasized 
stability. If this could not be maintained then direct 
monetary policies to stimulate the economy might be of limited 
value if expectations had become too pessimistic. Otherwise 
some form of direct government expenditure would be required 
to break the cycle of pessimism among entrepreneurs. Once the 
cycle had been broken normal monetary policies might again 
become effective. 
In the chapters that follow these ideas are explicated 
using as much direct evidence from Keynes' writings as 
possible. In Chapter Two the essential characteristics of 
money are described in order to establish the importance of 
money within Keynes' conception of a monetary economy. Chapter 
Three provides a detailed discussion of the microfoundations 
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of the monetary economy and the role of the entrepreneur, 
placing an emphasis on the short-run employment decisions. 
Chapter Four examines the long-run decisions of entrepreneurs 
regarding investment and the central importance played by 
profit signals. In Chapter Five the theory of money, prices 
and production are brought together in order to highlight the 
unity of Keynes' monetary theory of production. In Chapter 
Six the findings of our earlier chapters are used to explain 
Keynes' policy position and provide some concluding comments. 
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Chapter Two 
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF MONEY AND THE NATURE OF 
A MONETARY ECONOMY 
The purpose of this chapter is to lay the ground work for 
understanding Keynes' conception of a monetary economy and his 
theory of money. Without a clear understanding of how money 
influences the decisions of economic agents, primarily operating 
through expectations mechanisms, we will not be capable of 
understanding the salient policy prescriptions Keynes advocated 
for achieving a stable full employment economy. Integral to 
formulating an understanding of Keynes' view is the development 
and explication of the characteristics of money and financial 
markets as well as the essential properties of money vis-a-vis 
other commodities. Once this has been accomplished the way is 
open to understanding the monetary theory of production, and the 
microfoundations of macroeconomics in which the entrepreneur 
plays the central role. Having established these points it 
should become clear why Keynes rejected the classical theory 
of the quantity of money but still accepted the importance of 
the quantity of money as a means of influencing the course of 
economic activity. 
A. The Monetary Economy 
In 1933 Keynes attempted to make his views concerning the 
distinction between a monetary economy and the real or neutral 
economy of the classical school clear [12, p 408-9] 
An economy, which uses money but used it merely as a 
neutral link between transactions in real things and real 
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assets and does not allow it to enter into motives or 
decisions, might be called—for want of a better name—a 
real exchange economy. The theory which I desiderate would 
deal, in contra distinction to this with an economy in 
which money plays a part of its own and effects motives 
and decisions and is, in short, one of the operative 
factors in the situation, so that the course of events 
cannot be predicted, either in the long period or in the 
short, without a knowledge of thebehavior of money between 
the first state and the last. And it is that which we 
ought to mean when we speak of a monetary economy. 
From this passage three key elements in Keynes' thinking can be 
identified. First, there is the important break with the 
classical theorists in emphasizing money as the primary 
operative factor influencing the real flows of resources. 
That is, money is not a "veil" and it was in part Keynes' goal 
to strip away the veil from money thereby re-establishing money 
in its rightful place as the key motivational factor in both 
the short-period production of current output and long-period 
decisions regarding investment. Second, the motivational 
forces, though not made explicit in this passage, concern the 
money profits for entrepreneurs and money incomes earned by 
factors of production. Third, it is not simply the quantity of 
money that is important but its distribution and use over time 
which is relevant to understanding the flow of economic 
activity. Keynes' break with the classical Quantity Theory 
can be seen as early as 1911 in his review of Irving Fisher's 
The Purchasing Power of Money. In that review Keynes objected 
to the lack of an explicit mechanism through which the increase 
in the quantity of money would produce an effect on prices and 
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output. In attempting to clarify his own position Keynes 
provided the following illustration [11, p 377] 
Briefly, on account of the influx of new gold, which 
strengthens their reserves, bankers lend more freely; it 
is this ease of borrowing which first induces merchants and 
speculators to increase their purchases, and it is this 
increased demand on their part which raises the level of 
prices. 
Here we see that it is through the reactions of individuals, 
reacting specifically to profit opportunities, which causes 
demand to increase and price to rise. This point of view 
reflects Keynes' ambition to reconnect monetary theory to 
microtheory by establishing the link between the power to 
purchase and the incentive to act with the changing flows and 
distribution of money. This view is consistent with Keynes' 
belief as expressed in the General Theory that the artificial 
separation between the theory of value and money was incorrect 
[9, P 294]: 
...although the theory of shifting equilibrium must 
necessarily be pursued in terms of a monetary economy, it 
remains a theory of value and distribution and not a 
separate 'theory of money.' 
B. Characteristics of Money 
The problem that arises in developing a monetary theory 
that is integrated with value theory is the identification of 
the nature or characteristics of money which fundamentally 
influence the microtheoretic decisions of agents operating 
within the economy. Moreover, we must identify the means by 
which these characteristics link economic decisionmakers at 
any one point in time and more importantly across time periods. 
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The one characteristic of money which Keynes singled out for 
special consideration was that of the unit of account. In the 
Treatise published in 1930 Keynes provided a lengthy description 
of the central importance of this concept [7, p 3]: 
Money of account, namely that in which debts and prices 
and general purchasing power are expressed. is the primary 
concept of a theory of money. A money of account comes 
into existence along with debts, which are contracts for 
deferred payment, and price lists, which are offers of 
contracts for sale or purchase. Such debts and price 
lists, ...can only be expressed in terms of a money of 
account. 
Money itself, namely that by delivery of which debt 
contracts and price contracts are discharged, and in the 
shape of which a store of general purchasing power is 
held, derives its character from its relationship to the 
money of account, since the debts and prices must first 
have been expressed in terms of the latter. Something 
which is merely used as a convenient medium of exchange 
of the spot may approach to being money, inasmuch as it 
may represent a means of holding general purchasing power. 
But if this is all, we have scarcely emerged from the 
stage of barter. Money proper in the full sense of the 
term can only exist in relation to a money of account. 
This same view was expressed as early as 1920 while Keynes 
was at work on a history of ancient currency. In the fragments 
of that work which remain the importance of money as a unit of 
account was expressed as follows [14, p 252-3]: 
An article may be deemed to have some at least of the 
peculiar characteristics of money (1) if it is regularly 
used to express certain conventional estimates of value 
such as religious dues, penalties or prizes, or (2) if it 
is used as the term in which loans and contracts are 
expressed, or (3) if it is used as the term in which prices 
are expressed, or (4) if it is used as an habitual medium 
of exchange. In the first three cases the article in 
question is the term in a monev-of-account. in the fourth 
case it is used as actual money. Now for most important 
social and economic purposes what matters is the subject 
of contract and of customary obligation. The currency 
reforms which matter are those which change the money of 
account. 
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The significance of the unit of account is that it allows 
money to serve as a link between transactions involving time. 
As trivial as this may seem it is the element of time which 
provides the greatest source of dis-coordination that an 
economy, in particular a monetary economy, may suffer. This 
problem arises, in part, from the fact that money, once it is 
established as the unit of account, leads to money serving as 
both a store of value and the medium of exchange. In essence 
money fulfills multiple roles which may at times directly 
conflict with each other resulting in coordination failures in 
the economy. Since money serves as a medium of exchange for 
the purchase of current output and, simultaneously, money 
serves as a store of value held as an asset in order to purchase 
future output, the differing uses of money can create false or 
confusing signals for economic agents. It was this dichotomy 
which Keynes emphasized in his attack on the Quantity Theory 
of Money given that the quantity of money alone did not provide 
an indication of the uses to which money was being currently 
employed. 
Time is an essential element in all economic activity and 
it is through the role of money as the unit of account that 
contracts for production and contracts for the use of money 
(debts) over time arise in an effort to more effectively 
coordinate economic activity, inherent in these activities 
and in time itself are the risks and uncertainty that plans 
will fail to be executed as desired. Economic agents seeking 
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to avoid such failures desire signals that provide accurate 
information regarding the proper course of action. In a market 
economy the major signal employed is the money price of goods 
and if this price should prove unreliable through instability 
over time the result may be that entrepreneurs will be unwilling 
to undertake economic activity at levels which provide for the 
full employment of the economy's resources. With expectations 
liable to change suddenly due to unforeseen movements in prices 
caused by changing patterns of money usage, money becomes the 
element which introduces a 'loose joint' between consumption 
and production. 
As Keynes expressed this point in the General Theory [9, 
p 294] 
Money in its significant attributes is, above all, a subtle 
device for linking the present to the future, and we cannot 
even begin to discuss the effects of changing expectations 
on current activities except in monetary terms. We cannot 
get rid of money even by abolishing gold and silver and 
legal tender instruments. So long as there exists any 
durable assets, it is capable of possessing monetary 
attributes and, therefore, of giving rise to the 
characteristic problems of a monetary economy. 
C. Expectations in a Monetary Economy 
Time and the uncertainty regarding both the short-period 
and long-period uses of money forces the entrepreneur to form 
expectations regarding the potential flows of money and in 
particular the potential flows of his own proceeds from 
production. In the short-period, expected sale proceeds, and 
more importantly, the expected flow of money profits will induce 
the entrepreneur to offer factors of production employment. In 
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the long-period, expectations of money profits may induce 
entrepreneurs to undertake additional investments ultimately 
resulting in further employment in the economy. Both decisions 
influence the rate of money flows in the economy and the ability 
of the economy at large to accumulate wealth. 
Keynes described the role of expectations and uncertainty 
in wealth formation most aptly in his 1937 restatement of the 
General Theory in the Quarterly Journal of Economics [10, p 
216] where he also criticizes the classical theory's inability 
to deal with the question of the accumulation of wealth under 
uncertainty. 
Actually, however, we have, as a rule, only the vaguest 
idea of any but the most direct consequences of our acts. 
Sometimes we are not much concerned with their remoter 
consequences, even though time and chance may make much of 
them. But sometimes we are intensely concerned with them, 
more so, occasionally, than with the immediate 
consequences. Now of all human activities which are 
affected by this remoter preoccupation, it happens that 
one of the most important is economic in character, namely, 
wealth. The whole object of the accumulation of wealth 
is to produce results, or potential results, at a 
comparatively distant, and sometimes at an indefinitely 
distant, date. Thus the fact that our knowledge of the 
future is fluctuating, vague and uncertain, renders wealth 
a peculiarly unsuitable subject for the methods of the 
classical economic theory. This theory might work very 
well in a world in which economic goods were necessarily 
consumed within a short interval of their being produced. 
But it requires, I suggest, considerable amendment if it 
is to be applied to a world in which the accumulation of 
wealth for an indefinitely postponed future is an important 
factor; and the greater the proportionate part played by 
such wealth accumulation the more essential does such 
amendment become. 
What is essential for the smooth operation of a monetary 
economy is the stability of money prices, money wages and 
profits. Since expectations are formed by separate specialized 
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segments of the economy concerning consumption and production 
as well as savings and investment it is only through stability 
in the price signals that consumers and entrepreneurs can plan 
with confidence and avoid the risks associated with decisions 
made under significant market uncertainty. Given that 
entrepreneurs and labor engage in contracts which often fix 
money prices and wages over specific periods of time it is in 
everyone's best interest to avoid conditio* of rapid inflation 
or deflation. Keynes described the link between contracts, 
time and prices in the Tract [6, p 7-8] in the following way: 
Of the various purposes which money serves, some 
essentially depend upon the assumption that its real value 
is nearly constant over a period of time. The chief of 
these are those connected...with contracts for the 
investment of money. Such contracts—namely, those which 
provide for the payment of fixed sums of money over a 
long period of time—are the characteristic of...the 
Investment System as distinct from the property system 
generally. Under this phase of capitalism...many 
arrangements were devised for separating management of 
property from its ownership. 
Under conditions characterized by the 'investment system' 
economic agents are encouraged to specialize their economic 
activities in order to maximize their flow of money rewards. 
The social consequence of both actual and expected price 
inflations or deflations can put this social structure at risk, 
specifically because of the nature of contracts arising under 
this form of organized production, Keynes expressed this problem 
in the Tract as follows [6, p 41]: 
...the technique of production under a regime of 
money-contract forces the business world always to carry 
a big speculative position; and if reluctant to carry 
this position, the productive process must be slackened. 
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he goes on to add that 
A general fear of falling prices may inhibit the productive 
process altogether. For if prices are expected to fall, 
not enough risk- takers can be found who are willing to 
carry a speculative "bull" position, ...entrepreneurs 
will be reluctant to embark on lengthy productive processes 
involving a money outlay long in advance of money 
recoupment, -whence unemployment. 
The process of inflation or deflation affects the level of 
production as well as "altering the distribution of wealth" and 
"the production of wealth" [6, p 6]. The character of the 
money of account creates differential effects across each group 
of consumers, investors, and entrepreneurs, which depend on 
the direction of the price change and the degree to which 
agents react. 
Expectations, then, are a key component in the operations 
of the monetary economy and, contrary to some opinions, Keynes 
emphasized this point as early as the Tract [6, p 25 and p 38] 
and in the Treatise [7, p 139], as opposed to the idea that 
expectations were a novel part of the General Theory. The 
only novel aspect that they played in the General Theory was 
the degree to which they were emphasized. 
D. The Essential Properties of Money 
The question which we must now address concerns the special 
nature of money as an element in the economic system and more 
specifically the role it plays within the 'investment system.' 
The question which Keynes, in fact, attempted to answer was 
whether or not there existed any peculiar properties of money 
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which would automatically lead to a failure of the economic 
system to naturally achieve a full employment equilibrium. 
The approach that Keynes employed to answer this question 
was the simple and yet elegant concept of the marginal 
efficiency of any capital asset combined with the use of the 
own-rate of interest. In developing the concept of the own 
rate of interest Keynes showed that the measurement of interest 
in terms of a money standard was more natural than employing 
a wheat, iron or house rate of interest. The theory of 
investment which is produced by the combination of the marginal 
efficiency of capital and the own rate of interest theory is, 
very simply, a profit theory of investment based on the supply, 
or cost, of the investment, and the demand, or expected value, 
of the investment setting this analysis firmly within the 
microtheoretic tradition. 
In order to understand Keynes' analysis of the essential 
properties of money it is important to recognize that Keynes 
treats money as essentially no different than any other 
commodity or asset which may be produced or held in a 
portfolio. In taking this approach Keynes initially places 
each commodity-asset on an equal footing and then asks the 
question—what makes any one of these unique? To answer this 
question Keynes begins by analyzing the concept of the own 
rate of interest, which essentially reflects the profit that 
can be earned by a commodity, in terms of that commodity 
itself, when it is loaned out. Thus, if 100 tons of wheat are 
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loaned out today in return for 105 tons received tomorrow the 
result is a five percent wheat rate of interest. 
Obviously we could measure any and every transaction in 
terms of any particular wheat standard or iron standard. For 
Keynes the question of importance was why we had adopted the 
money standard. In answering this question Keynes focused on 
the medium of exchange and standard of deferred payment 
characteristics of money. If it is money that we use to make 
present purchases, then being paid in this standard facilitates 
further transactions. Likewise, if the payments an entrepreneur 
or individual must make in the near-term fall due in terms of 
money (money wages, money interest payments, etc.), then we 
would expect that they would contract for delivery in terms of 
that standard. These aspects of money, then, make it the 
premier commodity-asset that economic agents wish to hold and 
receive in order to efficiently conduct transactions. 
Keynes noted, however, that [9, p 224] 
...each of these commodity standards offers us the same 
facility as money for measuring the marginal efficiency of 
capital. For we can take any commodity we choose, e.g., 
wheat; calculate the wheat-value of the prospective yields 
of any capital asset; and the rate of discount which makes 
the present value of this series of wheat annuities equal 
to the present supply price of the asset in terms of wheat 
gives us the marginal efficiency of the asset in terms of 
wheat. 
Thus, it would seem that there is no particularly special 
attribute of money that should make the money rate of interest 
special as compared to other measures of efficiency. The 
critical question thus became [9, p 225] 
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Wherein, then, lies the peculiarity of the money-rate of 
interest which gives it the predominating practical 
importance attributed to it in the preceding chapters? 
Why should the volume of output and employment be more 
intimately bound up with the money-rate of interest than 
with the wheat-rate of interest of the house-rate of 
interest? 
To answer this question requires an examination of the 
attributes possessed by various assets which influence their 
yields. 
Keynes identified three basic attributes of all commodities 
that influence their returns: their yield in terms of product, 
their carry cost (including wastage), and their liquidity 
premium. Furthermore, when measuring this return in terms of 
a particular standard we must also include the commodity-assets 
appreciation or depreciation. Thus the total return to asset 
j is represented as 
TRj = a + q - c + l 
where 
a = appreciation or depreciation 
q = yield in production 
c = carrying cost 
1 = liquidity-premium. 
In equilibrium all commodity-assets will earn the same return 
and it is only when a disequilibrium exists that consumers, 
investors, and producers will alter their demands for, and 
supply of, this commodity-asset in order to take advantage of 
profit opportunities or avoid losses. These actions result in 
an appreciation or depreciation of the good in question as 
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well as producing changes in the employment opportunities in 
each industry. 
Keynes employed the concept of the total return in both the 
demand and supply side calculation of the market. On the supply 
side the concept of the marginal efficiency of an asset was 
employed which Keynes defined in the General Theory as [9, p 
155] 
...equal to that rate of discount which would make the 
present value of the series of annuities given by the 
returns expected from the capital asset during its life 
just equal to its supply price. 
On the demand side of the market the present value of the 
expected returns was employed to measure the demand price for 
an asset. Thus, in a simple example, suppose an asset was 
expected to yield $1,000 over a one year period and the 
alternative option of lending money resulted in a ten percent 
rate of interest. The simple present value in this case would 
yield a demand price of $10,000. Furthermore, suppose the 
current supply price of this asset was $5,000. This would 
result in a marginal efficiency of twenty percent (i.e., the 
discount rate that would equate the returns to its supply price 
or $l,000/$5,000). Thus by either comparing the prevailing 
rate of interest to the marginal efficiency (10% versus 20%), 
or the supply price to the demand price ($5,000 versus $10,000) 
economic agents could make decisions regarding the choices to 
maximize their returns or profits. 
The key choice facing economic agents in this type of 
economy is the use of money to obtain a capital asset or to 
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make a loan of money to another agent. Keynes described the 
process of investments in the mid-1934 drafts of the General 
Theory as follows [12, p 453]: 
It follows, of course, that new investment will be pushed 
to the point beyond which the marginal yield on capital 
would fall short of the current rate of interest. For 
this point determines the margin of profitability between 
the alternatives of using money to purchase an investment 
and of lending at interest. Thus the existence of the 
alternative use for money of lending it at interest has 
the effect of keeping capital goods sufficiently scarce 
to ensure that their marginal yield does not fall below 
the rate of interest. 
It is the option to lend money as an alternative employment of 
our wealth which sets the standard against which other 
investments are compared. In explaining why assets other than 
money yield higher returns Keynes suggested that it was scarcity 
that played the key role [12, p 453-4]: 
The only reason why an asset yields up during its life 
services having an aggregate value greater than its supply 
price is because it is scarce; and it is scarce because 
of the competition of the rate of interest. 
Since it was the money rate of interest or the return on 
money which other assets (investments) were compared to, the 
question still remains as to the nature of the specific 
characteristic of money which might disrupt the economic 
process. Keynes' answer was to note that money, by virtue of 
having a zero carrying cost and a high value of liquidity, 
would possess a return which tended to adjust more slowly, 
particularly in a downward fashion, than any other asset. 
That is [9, p 227] the 
...essential difference between money and all (or most) 
other assets that in the case of money its liquidity 
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premium much exceeds its carrying costs, whereas in the 
case of other assets their carrying costs much exceeded 
their liquidity premium. 
Money, then, holds its value in part due to its role as the 
medium of exchange in the present and also as the means for 
discharging future liabilities which have been contracted. 
Keynes described the liquidity phenomena as follows [9, p 236-7] 
In the first place, the fact than contracts are fixed, 
and wages are usually somewhat stable, in terms of money 
unquestionably plays a large part in attracting to money 
so high a liquidity premium. The convenience of holding 
assets in the same standard as that in which future 
liabilities may fall due and in a standard in terms of 
which the future cost of living is expected to be 
relatively stable, is obvious. 
Money, as Keynes [9, p 234] pointed out in the General Theory. 
is "in the estimation of the public, par excellence 'liquid'." 
What is implied is that in a monetary economy, where an 
investment system exists, money is the asset of first choice 
when liquidity is desired. What is of further importance is 
that the desire for liquidity is typically induced by 
uncertainty regarding future returns. As we shall see 
momentarily this desire for liquidity on the part of individuals 
is facilitated by the existence of a well developed investment 
system and that such a system can generate detrimental results 
for the smooth operation of a monetary economy. 
What remains to be shown is the link between the desire or 
demand for liquidity and the decision to employ resources. 
Keynes recognized that the link between demand and supply for 
current output was weakened by the existence of money. The 
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metaphor of a "loose-joint" employed by Hayek aptly 
characterizes the problem in that a demand for liquidity did 
not result in the supply of anything concrete in terms of 
current output; whereas the demand for any other good or service 
resulted in the employment of factors of production to one 
degree or another. In the General Theory Keynes characterized 
the natural adjustment process of normal commodities and assets 
as follows [9, p 235]: 
Thus with other commodities left to themselves, 'natural 
forces,' i.e. the ordinary forces of the market, would 
tend to bring their rate of interest down until the 
emergence of full employment had brought about for 
commodities generally the inelasticity of supply which we 
have postulated as a normal characteristic of money. 
Thus in the absence of money and in the absence.. .of any 
other commodity with the assumed characteristics of money, 
the rate of interest would only reach equilibrium when 
there is full employment. 
Thus, in a natural or barter economy without money, the 
system would expand through the process of competition until 
the point of full employment was achieved. In a monetary 
economy this natural process could be interrupted due to the 
lack of a supply response when money is the good desired. The 
answer, then, to Keynes' original question as to the 
peculiarities of money can be stated as follows (see General 
Theory p 230-4): 
1. Money has virtually, in both the short and 
long-period, a zero elasticity of production; 
2. Money has an elasticity of substitution 
approximately equal to zero, that is there are 
very few substitutes for money, and 
3. Money has a lower bound return due to its yield 
from liquidity. 
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Essentially the argument is that the return on money will, on 
many occasions, rule the roost, inhibiting the productive 
process that employs the factors of production to their fullest 
extent. As Keynes phrased this argument [9, p 230-1]: 
Thus the characteristic that money cannot be readily 
produced by labour gives at once some prima facim 
presumption for the view that its own-rate of interest 
will be relatively reluctant to fall; whereas if money 
could be grown like a crop or manufactured like a motor 
car, ... more labour would be diverted into the production 
of money... 
and therefore [9, p 234-5] 
...a rise in the money-rate of interest retards the output 
of all the objects which the production is elastic without 
being capable of stimulating the output of money (the 
production of which is, by hypothesis, perfectly 
inelastic). 
As a result there is a failure of market incentives to employ 
factors of production, not because of a failure of the profit 
motive, but, specifically, because of the profits perceived to 
result from becoming liquid. 
E. The Nature of the Investment System 
In describing the present phase of capitalism in the Tract. 
Keynes emphasized the development of institutional arrangements 
which involved the separation of ownership from management and 
the evolution of organized investment and money markets. This 
'investment system' was characterized by the surrender of 
control over property in return for a perpetual annuity or a 
terminal annuity, with repayment of the principal and interest 
in terms of money. The rise of this system fostered the 
division of the propertied class into entrepreneurs and 
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investors, whereas before this period the propertied class 
served as their own financiers and worked directly in the 
businesses. The supposed advantage of this new system Keynes 
noted in the Tract was that [6, p 9]: 
By this system the active business class could call to 
the aid of their enterprise not only their own wealth but 
the savings of the whole community; and the professional 
and propertied classes, on the other hand, could find an 
employment for their resources, which involved them in 
little trouble, no responsibility, and (it was believed) 
small risk. 
By 1930 in writing the Treatise Keynes recognized that the 
development of this set of specialized financial markets served 
as a substitute market for money which bore no direct 
relationship to the production or consumption of current output. 
As a result Keynes advocated that the flows of money in such a 
monetary economy should be segregated into the flows which 
were related to the production of current output; which he 
labeled industrial circulation, and those related to purely 
financial activity; referred to as financial circulation. 
This distinction marked a critical break with the Quantity 
Theory of Money tradition which gave equal weight to all 
transactions. 
By separating these flows Keynes' believed that we could 
isolate and explain the forces which directly affected the 
prices paid for consumption goods and which truly reflected 
the purchasing power of money. This was not to suggest that 
financial flows were unimportant, but rather the key point 
made by Keynes was that the pathway through which such financial 
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flows became effective were at best very indirect. In order 
to understand both the importance of the fundamental equations 
in the Treatise and the framework employed in the General Theory 
we must clearly develop the implications of these separate 
money flow patterns. This development will provide a piece of 
the puzzle encountered in understanding how changes in the 
money supply are directly related to the demand and supply of 
goods. 
Keynes employed a special classification system in the 
Treatise for identifying the alternative uses of money. The 
method he employed was to identify the different uses of money 
with particular types of deposits made in the commercial banking 
system. The first type of deposit denoted income deposits, 
represented the amount of money held by individuals to meet 
their personal transaction expenditures on current goods and 
services. The second classification he termed business 
deposits. These included deposits employed in normal business 
transactions on current inputs and labor services, as well as 
financial transactions. These two types of deposits jointly 
made up the category of cash deposits. Finally, there were 
deposits held as savings which were not intended for 
expenditures although, in the sense of precautionary balances, 
this money would be available from banks if the need arose. 
Each of these deposits had its own respective velocity of 
circulation. 
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In defining industrial and financial circulation Keynes 
recognized that some business deposits would be used for 
intermediate inputs, labor and other primary inputs. These 
together with income deposits made up the industrial circulation 
being directly involved with current output. Those business 
deposits employed for speculative transactions on commodities 
or capital goods, or financial transactions together with the 
savings deposits of individuals made up the total financial 
circulation of money. Symbolically we have the following: 
Mx = income deposits 
Ma = business deposits 
Ma = business deposits for industrial circulation 
MS = business deposits for financial circulation 
Ms = savings deposits 
The total supply of money M will equal Mi + M2 + Ms. 
Industrial circulation equals Mi + Ma and financial circulation 
MS + Ms. The importance of these definitions will become 
clear when we discuss the relationship between money and prices 
as depicted both in the Treatise's fundamental equations and 
the General Theory's concept of effective demand and aggregate 
supply. 
Perhaps the most important aspect of the investment system 
in Keynes' mind was the implications that it held for the 
formulation of expectations. The separation of the decision 
to consume and save portions of earned income from the decision 
to produce introduced one form of uncertainty. The financial 
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markets associated with the investment system created a second 
form of uncertainty associated with the form in which the 
savings would be held. If saving increased in the economy 
entrepreneurs might have been required to seek financing for 
the existing inventories, however, if individuals chose to 
hold their savings in a liquid form, most notably in the form 
of money, then the costs of financing inventories might have 
become unbearable and firms would reduce employment. 
In addition it was possible through financial markets to 
purchase securities which did not necessarily represent the 
formation of new assets. That is savings could be transformed 
into paper wealth with no relation to current investment and 
therefore financial markets represented a possible means by 
which Say's Law would fail to hold. If the short-period losses 
of producers and the short-period growth of paper wealth 
continued into the long-period time frame then the risk of 
failure of businesses, with their ability to maintain 
employment, could grow drastically. 
It was this danger of the short-period transforming into 
the long-period in which Keynes saw the trouble for a 
monetary-market economy, as he noted in the Treatise [7, p 228] 
In the long-run the value of securities is entirely 
derivative from the value of consumption goods. It depends 
on the expectations as to the value of the amount of liquid 
consumption goods which the securities will, directly or 
indirectly, yield, modified by reference to the risk and 
uncertainty of this expectation... 
That is, the market fundamentals of the securities were of the 
utmost importance and any set of actions which resulted in a 
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deterioration of expectations regarding the ability of the 
firms to meet these profit expectations would result in a 
re-evaluation of their worth. 
The problem of the monetary system lies in the fact that 
fluctuations in beliefs in the short-run would not necessarily 
set up price effects which would dampen movements in securities 
prices. Keynes described this problem in the Treatise as 
follows [7, p 228-9] 
But in the short run, it [the value of securities] depends 
on the opinion largely uncontrolled by any present monetary 
factors. A higher value for securities is not immediately 
checked by monetary factors in the way that a similar 
enhancement of the prices of currently consumed goods 
would be checked by lack of sufficient income to purchase 
them. For we have seen that the amount of business 
deposits B required to transact financial business depends 
at least as much on the activity of markets as on the 
average value of the instruments traded, and also that an 
account of their very high velocity of circulation any 
necessary increase in them is easily supplied without 
much effect on the supply of money for other purposes; 
with the result that we cannot rely on this for a check. 
Accordingly opinion has a dominating influence on the 
position to a degree which does not apply in the case of 
the quantity of money required to look after a given wage 
bill. 
The implication of this aspect of a monetary economy is that 
financial markets are not held in check by self correcting 
mechanisms as are the markets for real goods and services. More 
important is the fact that uncontrolled financial markets have 
the ability to create spill-over effects which influence real 
goods prices and create a further disparity between short-run 
market conditions and long-period market fundamentals of 
industry which, if continued, could lead to a collapse in public 
confidence, falling prices, unemployment, and depression. In 
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the General Theory Keynes added a new wrinkle to the discussion 
of the investment system. Here Keynes began to emphasize the 
time element and the difference between the 'old property 
system,' with its emphasis on the longer-run, and the new 
system of organized investment markets which emphasized the 
short-run, exhibiting a type of liquidity fetish. Keynes 
described the old system as one where [9, p 150] 
Decisions to invest in private business of the old fashion 
type were... largely irrevocable, not only for the community 
at large as a whole, but also for the individual. 
In the new system [9, p 151] 
...the stock exchange revalues many investments every day 
and the revaluations give a frequent opportunity to the 
individual (though not to the community as a whole) to 
revise his commitments. 
The result is that [9, p 153] 
Investments which are "fixed" for the community are thus 
made "liquid" for the individual. 
With the separation of ownership from operation in the modern 
investment system the emphasis is placed on changes in profits 
over the short-period with investment markets often 
over-reacting to these small changes in profits. With the 
development of investment markets the break between the 
individual and the community as decision units widens and the 
desire to maintain liquidity as an individual only exacerbates 
this gap. Keynes made a great deal of this problem in the 
General Theory noting [9, p 155] 
This is the inevitable result of investment markets 
organized with a view to so called "liquidity." Of the 
maxims of orthodox finance none, surely, is more 
anti-social than the fetish of liquidity, the doctrine 
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that it is a positive virtue on the part of investment 
institutions to concentrate their resources upon the 
holding of "liquid" securities. It forgets that there is 
no such thing as liquidity of investment for the community 
as a whole. The social object of skilled investment should 
be to defeat the dark forces of time and ignorance which 
envelop our future. 
Moreover the profit incentive did not necessarily provide 
the motive force for defeating the dark forces of time and 
ignorance [9, p 159]: 
There is no clear evidence from experience that the 
investment policy which is socially advantageous coincides 
with that which is most profitable. It needs more 
intelligence to defeat the forces of time and our ignorance 
of the future than to beat the gun. 
The problems created by our natural desires to maintain some 
level of liquidity are exacerbated by the existence of a 
finance market. It is the characteristic of money as a store 
of value, then, which places greater strains on the market to 
maintain stability and the level of employment. Keynes placed 
great emphasis on this aspect of money is his 1937 QJE article 
noting that [10, p 218-9]: 
. . .our desire to hold money as a store of value is a 
barometer of the degree of our distrust of our own 
calculations and conventions concerning the future. 
and that 
The possession of actual money lulls our disquietude; and 
the premium which we require to make us part with money 
is a measure of the degree of our disquietude. 
When liquidity is combined with the separation of 
decision-making in a monetary economy the problems of 
coordination and stability deepen. In the Tract Keynes pointed 
out that [6, p v.] 
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We leave saving to the private investor, and we encourage 
him to place his savings mainly in titles to money. We 
leave the responsibility for setting production in motion 
to the businessman, who is mainly influenced by the profits 
which he expects to accrue to himself in terms of money. 
(my emphasis) 
The conflict that arises is that savings necessarily reduces the 
profitability of production in the short-period raising in part 
the paradox of thrift. In 1933 Keynes made a point of this 
saying [15, p 103]: 
. . . it should not need much reflection to perceive an 
increase in individual saving may effect, not an increase, 
but merely a redistribution, of aggregate wealth. The 
act of an individual saving is entirely distinct from the 
act of individual investment ... and there exist no 
mechanism to establish a necessary or automatic link 
between them. 
Indeed not only is there no link between them but in a financial 
system savings can result in interest payments unassociated 
with the act of production. Keynes made this point in a 1932 
symposium [15, p 15]: 
Now when an act of saving merely results, however 
unintentionally, in a loss to someone else, it is of an 
anti-social tendency, and the subsequent payment of 
interest to the saver - for ... debts have to pay interest 
just as much as assets - is a burden, which if it 
accumulates with time, may become unsupportable. 
F. Summary 
Keynes conception of a monetary economy placed money at the 
center of all economic decisions. Due to the special 
characteristics of money contradictions are established between 
the motives of individuals and entrepreneurs that result in a 
failure of the profit incentive from producing full employment 
solutions. The existence of money creates incentives to hold 
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resources in a liquid form which create conditions promoting 
instability which are only exacerbated by the existence of an 
investment system. These instabilities result in fluctuating 
expectations which reinforce the conditions of instability 
rather than counteract them, resulting in a tendency for the 
economic system to obtain an unemployment equilibrium. The 
money rate of interest, based on the liquidity premium, is 
one of the major stumbling blocks in achieving a full 
employment equilibrium. 
In addition to the liquidity aspects of money, the 
inelasticity of the supply of money results in no absorption 
of resources when demand shifts from goods to money and as a 
result the demand for liquidity results in growing 
unemployment. 
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Chapter Three 
THE MICROFOUNDATIONS OF A MONETARY ECONOMY 
Keynes' work has often been criticized as lacking a 
microfoundation to support his macroeconomic analysis. The 
purpose of this chapter is to identify the explicit 
microfoundations that Keynes did develop in order to reveal 
the fundamental supply and demand orientation he adopted within 
an explicit multi-commodity framework. Three key elements are 
examined in order to develop an understanding of Keynes 
approach: the role of the entrepreneur as a decision-maker, 
of profit signals and of expectations. Each of these are 
examined within the context of a decision-making process that 
takes place in a world of uncertainty. 
Once this has been accomplished we shall explore in a more 
explicit nature the definitions that Keynes employed in 
developing his monetary analysis, the explicit role that profits 
played in both the Treatise and the General Theory and the 
special part played by profit signals in the short-period under 
uncertainty. 
A. The Role of the Entrepreneur 
The entrepreneur is a concept that Keynes' employed 
throughout his writings on economics. It was not, however, 
until after the Treatise had been published and Keynes was 
working on his redrafting of the Treatise (or early drafts of 
the General Theory depending upon one's views), that Keynes 
made his vision of the nature of the entrepreneurial economy 
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clear. In his drafts of 1933 [15, p 81-2] Keynes made the 
following point: 
The distinction between a co-operative economy and an 
entrepreneur economy bears some relation to a pregnant 
observation made by Karl Marx...he pointed out that the 
nature of production in the actual world is not, as 
economists seem often to suppose, a case of c-m-c , i.e. 
of exchanging commodity (or effort) for money in order to 
obtain another commodity (or effort). That may be the 
stand point of the private consumer. But it is not the 
attitude of business, which is the case of m-c-m , i.e. 
of parting with money for commodities (or effort) in order 
to obtain more money. This is important for the following 
reason. The classical theory supposes the readiness of 
the entrepreneur to start up a productive process depends 
on the amount of value in terms of product which he expects 
to fall to his share, i.e. that only an expectation of 
more product for himself will induce him to offer more 
employment. But in an entrepreneur economy this is a 
wrong analysis of the nature of business calculation. An 
entrepreneur is interested, not in the amount of product, 
but in the amount of money which will fall to his share. 
He will increase his output if by so doing he expects to 
increase his money profit, [or] even though his profit 
represents a smaller quantity of product than before. 
and a little further on in the same work [15, p 89]: 
The firm is dealing throughout in terms of sums of money. 
It has no object in the world except to end up with more 
money than if started with. That is the essential 
characteristic of an entrepreneur economy. 
It is the expectation of receiving a profit which motivates the 
entrepreneur to invest his or her time, money, and abilities 
toward the production of a product. It becomes very important, 
both for the short and the long period analysis, to identify 
what proportions of the total value or total income of the 
economy goes toward either the costs of production or toward 
profits. The entrepreneurs ability to invest and expand 
employment opportunities depends critically on both the expected 
profits and the level of costs associated with production. 
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In Keynes' view profits served a dual purpose indicating; change 
and disequilibrium (when positive or negative), as well as 
indicating equilibrium when they take on a zero or normal level. 
Under the present state of capitalism based on the investment 
system, the level of specialization created the need for 
specialized decision makers to coordinate the operations of 
decentralized markets. In the Tract [6, p v] Keynes recognized 
this movement toward specialization as follows 
We leave saving to the private investor, and we encourage 
him to place his savings mainly in titles to money. We 
leave the responsibility for setting production in motion 
to the businessman, who is mainly influenced by the profits 
which he expects to accrue to himself in terms of money. 
In the Treatise [7, p 125] Keynes continued to pursue this point 
with the added recognition that the specialization of decisions 
broke the coordinating mechanism between the allocation of 
expenditures and savings by consumers, and the proportion of 
consumption and investment goods produced: 
. . . the division of output between investments and goods 
for consumption is not necessarily the same as the division 
of income between savings and expenditure on consumption 
... meanwhile, the entrepreneurs have been deciding quite 
independently in what proportions they shall produce the 
two categories of output. 
Intertemporal coordination failures tend to be the rule 
rather than the exception in a monetary economy. The act of 
saving does not provide an adequate signal to entrepreneurs 
concerning the set of goods desired by consumers, nor does it 
indicate when these goods will be demanded. And yet the problem 
facing the modern economy is to allocate these savings in such 
a way that the set of goods produced and their timing of 
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production 'spans' the set of goods desired by the public. 
With the existence of the modern investment system not only 
are the signals established by the market unrelated to the 
consumers future desires but they also disconnect the flows of 
money for financial purposes from the flows required for 
production. In the General Theory Keynes emphasized this 
problem in an attempt to clarify the important points at which 
the gears of the monetary economy become uncoupled and both 
the market process and profit signals fail. Those who believed 
in the real wage economy and Say's Law were mistaken [9, p 
21] 
Those who think in this way are deceived, nevertheless, 
by an optical illusion, which makes essentially different 
activities appear to be the same. They are fallaciously 
supposing that there is a nexus which unites decisions to 
abstain from present consumption with decisions to provide 
for future consumption; whereas the motives which determine 
the latter are not linked in any simple way with the 
motives which determine the former. 
Keynes attempted to clarify this notion in chapter 16 of the 
General Theory saying [9, p 210] 
An act of individual saving means—so to speak—a decision 
not to have dinner today. But it does not necessitate a 
decision to have a dinner or to buy a pair of boots a 
week hence or a year hence of to consume any specified 
thing at any specified date... It is not a substitution 
of future consumption-demand for present consumption 
demand, it is a net diminution of such demand. 
He concluded by adding that [9, p 211] 
The trouble arises, therefore, because the act of saving 
implies, not a substitution for present consumption..but 
a desire for 'wealth' as such, that is for a potentiality 
of consuming an unspecified article at an unspecified time. 
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With the risks borne by entrepreneurs, who are forced to 
anticipate the market's needs in an uncertain world, the 
structure of the investment system creates conditions ripe 
with instability as Keynes noted in the General Theory [9, p 
104-5] 
Insofar as our social and business organizations separates 
financial provision for the future from physical production 
for the future so that efforts to secure the former do not 
necessarily carry the latter with them, financial prudence 
will be liable to diminish aggregate demand . . . The 
greater, moreover, the consumption for which we have 
provided in advance . . . the greater our dependence on 
present consumption as a source of demand. 
As early as the drafts of 1931-32 Keynes argued that [12, p 
394] 
. . . a profit-seeking organization is highly unstable in 
the sense that a movement from equilibrium tends to 
aggravate itself. 
The dangerous trend which an unstable profit level creates 
for the capitalist system is that during inflations above normal 
profits are viewed as profiteering, and this threatens to 
destroy the implicit contract holding the capitalist system 
together. Keynes had labeled this situation the "double-bluff" 
in The Economic Consequences of the Peace [4, p 19-21]. This 
point was re-emphasized in the Tract [6, p 29-30] with special 
reference to the conditions of inflation and the concept of 
normal profits. 
To convert the businessman into a profiteer is to strike 
a blow at capitalism, because it destroys the psychological 
equilibrium which permits the perpetuance of unequal 
rewards. The economic doctrine of normal profits, is a 
necessary condition for the justification of capitalism. 
The businessman is only tolerated so long as his gains 
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can be held to bear some relation to what roughly and in 
some sense, his activities contribute to society. 
The weakness of the capitalistic system is the burden of 
the multiple roles played by the expected profit signal. As 
discussed in the last chapter short-period profits provide 
signals regarding employment and long-period profits provide 
signals concerning investment. When realized profits are at 
'normal' levels they symbolize equilibrium as well as fairness 
in compensation. Abnormal profits are a signal of market 
disequilibrium and as such are necessary to promote the 
efficient adjustment of the economy, but if they persist for 
any length of time they are viewed as unfair. To maintain a 
fine balance between equilibrium and disequilibrium in both 
the long and the short-period within the context of an 
investment system may be too much to ask of any single 
mechanism. 
B. Characterizing the System: Defining the Terms of a Monetary 
Economy 
Keynes' broad vision of the economic system and its 
complexities required a simple device to pull the disparate 
threads of the system together. This was needed in order to 
reveal the tapestry which lay beneath the veil of money. 
Complex mathematical models would not suffice, and neither 
would mere verbal descriptions of the workings of the systems 
components. The common elements that Keynes identified 
concerned the flow of money as divided between costs, revenues, 
income, and profit which was elegantly summarized in the 
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Treatise's fundamental equations; which later served as the 
basis for the aggregate supply and effective demand concepts 
employed in the General Theory. 
The purpose of this section is to develop an understanding 
of the definitions which Keynes employed in this model of the 
monetary economy while paying special attention to its 
microtheoretic underpinings. We also hope to provide some 
clarity to the confusion which surrounds this subject in the 
economic literature. Much has been made of the switch in 
terminology that occurred between the Treatise and General 
Theory; a switch that Harrod referred to as a "terminological 
muddle." Aside from the problems of terminology an element 
of confusion was introduced because of the dual objectives of 
discussing the static equilibrium condition of the system and 
also explicating the dynamic processes associated with changing 
equilibrium points. 
The initial problem which most economists confronted arose 
from consideration of the Treatises' more novel definitions. 
Keynes took great pains to clarify the relationship between the 
terminology of the Treatise and the General Theory and it is 
worth the effort to make the similarities and differences clear. 
In the Treatise Keynes proposed the following [7, p 111]: 
Income. We propose to mean identically the same thing by 
the three expressions: (1) the community's money income; 
(2) the earnings of the factors of production; and (3) 
the cost of production; and we reserve the term profits 
for the difference between the cost of production of the 
current output and its actual sale proceeds, so that 
profits are not part of the community's income as thus 
defined. 
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Keynes goes on, however, to make a special point of separating 
out what the entrepreneur will normally earn from extraordinary 
earnings. In this sense Keynes was including in normal income 
what in modern parlance we would refer to as the opportunity 
cost of undertaking the managerial or entrepreneurial task, 
or normal profits; whereas windfalls or unexpected proceeds 
above this normal level are considered pure profits. In Keynes 
own words [7, p ill]: 
The entrepreneurs being themselves amongst the factors of 
production, their normal remuneration... is included in 
income, and, therefore, in the costs of production... . 
But we exclude their windfall profits or losses represented 
by the difference (positive or negative) between the 
earnings, thus defined, of the factors of production and 
the actual sales proceeds. 
Keynes next step results in a subtle link between the 
entrepreneur's income and his willingness to maintain or change 
the payments to the factors of production, thus linking the 
notion of profits together with the conditions for equilibrium 
and disequilibrium. Normal income for the entrepreneur results 
in no motivations to change his actions [7, p 112]: 
To make this precise, however, we need to give a definition 
of entrepreneur's 'normal' remuneration, which will enable 
us to divide their total receipts (positive or negative) 
between income on one hand and profits (positive or 
negative) on the other. ...for my present purpose I 
propose to define the 'normal' remuneration of 
entrepreneurs at any time as that rate of remuneration 
which, if they were open to make new bargains with all 
the factors of production at the currently prevailing 
rates of earnings, would leave them under no motive either 
to increase or to decrease their scale of operations. 
In other words the entrepreneur finds himself in our traditional 
short-run equilibrium where prices are covering the minimum 
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average total costs of production and expanding or contracting 
his scale of operations will not improve his position. However 
[7, p 112-3] 
. . . when the actual rate of entrepreneurs' remuneration 
exceeds (or falls short of) the normal as thus defined, so 
that profits are positive (or negative), entrepreneurs 
will—insofar as their freedom of action is not fettered 
by existing bargains with the factors of production which 
are for the time being irrevocable—seek to expand (or 
curtail) their scale of operations at the existing costs 
of production. 
Thus if a change in prices results in increased (decreased) 
revenues above (or below) costs, then the entrepreneur has the 
incentive to increase employment at the existing wage or to 
decrease employment. The action of increasing or decreasing 
employment as a result of profits will in itself, as we shall 
see, set into motion further changes in the systems wages, 
income, employment and output. 
Profits serve a multifaceted role in Keynes' system 
providing both the signal to entrepreneurs to expand or 
contract the scale of operations and as the signal to investors 
that the yield from investments in the profitable sectors 
warrants an increased flow of capital to support (or if losses 
occur, to reduce) the level of investment. Profits, when 
invested, add an increment of wealth in a monetary economy 
[7, p 114]: 
Thus profits, not being part of the income of the 
community, are not part of savings either—even when they 
are not spent on current consumption. They are not only 
the balancing figure which accounts for the difference 
between the value of national output (or national dividend) 
and its cost of production, both in terms of money; but 
they also account, as we shall see, for the difference 
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between the value of the increment of the national wealth 
in any period and the aggregate of individual savings as 
defined above. That is to say, the value of the increment 
of wealth of the community is measured by savings plus 
profit. 
Profits are the work horse in Keynes' view of the economic 
system, they must be kept distinct from savings because the 
matching of savings and investment requires an intermediary 
mechanism which profits do not require. Profits in and of 
themselves provide the entrepreneur the power to command real 
resources in the market place, or, if losses occur, force them 
to release resources into the market. Savings, on the other 
hand are [7, p 113] 
. . . the sum of the differences between the money incomes 
of individuals and their money expenditures on current 
consumption. 
To turn savings into productive wealth requires that the 
capital markets allocate these funds, guided by the signaling 
mechanism of interest rates, into the actual production of 
current output and employment. However, as we have already 
noted, the efficiency of this mechanism was one of the central 
topics of Keynes' challenge of the classical system. 
In the General Theory Keynes shifted his emphasis in two 
ways, neither of which reduces the importance of analysis in the 
Treatise. The first point of change is definitional; normal 
profits are no longer considered as part of income, but rather 
as part of profit, both normal and windfall, and these are 
therefore lumped together. In the Treatise the equilibrium 
condition would have resulted in zero profits (e.g., no windfall 
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profits). In the General Theory equilibrium will still result 
in a profit being realized (e.g., the normal profit). The 
second difference is one of emphasis, whereas in the Treatise 
Keynes noted that it was really the expectation of profit that 
provided the motive force for entrepreneurs, in the General 
Theory it is solely the expectational effects which influence 
the short period behavior of entrepreneurs with the realization 
of profits serving to alter the expectations toward the 
long-period. 
In the General Theory the following definitions were 
employed [9, p 23-24] 
Thus the factor costs and the entrepreneurs profit make up, 
between them, what we shall define as the total income 
resulting from the employment given by the entrepreneur. 
On the other hand, the aggregate supply price of output 
of a given amount of employment is the expectation of 
proceeds [factor cost plus profit] which just make it 
worth the while of the entrepreneurs to give that 
employment. 
Thus the supply schedule includes in its price the normal profit 
required to bring forth that quantity, any price above that 
would yield a windfall profit. The entrepreneur is motivated 
to [9, p 25] 
. . . endeavor to fix the amount of employment at the level 
which they expect to maximize the excess of proceeds over 
the factor costs. 
That is, Keynes simply assumed the standard microtheoretic 
motive of profit maximization in the short-period, while the 
long period equilibrium occurs [9, p 48]: 
If we suppose a state of expectations to continue for a 
sufficient length of time for the effect on employment to 
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have worked itself out so completely that there is, broadly 
speaking, no piece of employment going on which would not 
have taken place if the new state of expectations had 
always existed, the steady level of employment thus 
attained may be called the long-period employment 
corresponding to that state of expectations. 
If the aggregate effective demand, which represents the 
entrepreneur's expected proceeds, equals the aggregate supply 
price and these expectations result in a long-period 
equilibrium, then we have achieved essentially the same 
conditions for equilibrium as in the Treatise. Since the 
aggregate effective demand price is equal to the aggregate 
supply price and [9, p 24] 
. . . the aggregate supply price of output of a given 
level of employment is the expected proceeds which will 
just make it worth the while of the entrepreneur to give 
that level of employment. 
The entrepreneur is earning a normal profit and has no incentive 
to adjust the scale of operations. What remains to be shown 
is the link between profits and the microtheoretic elements in 
the models employed in both the Treatise and General Theory. 
One of the standard arguments made against Keynes' work 
focuses on the use of the aggregate supply and demand curves and 
their intersection as representing a point of equilibrium (See 
Dickson [2], Patinkin [17][18] and Roberts [19] for example). 
In order to understand Keynes' approach we must recognize 
that he maintained specific notions regarding the nature of 
the activities occurring in both the short and long-periods. 
In Keynes early drafts of the General Theory this short-period 
was called the "accounting period' [15, p 64]: 
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If a firm decides to employ workers to use the capital 
equipment to produce output, it must have enough command 
over money to pay the wages of workers and to purchase 
those goods which it has to purchase from other firms 
during the period which must elapse before the output can 
be, conveniently and economically, sold for money. This 
period we call the accounting period for the output in 
question. A firm will give employment if it expects the 
sale proceeds at the end of the accounting period to exceed 
the variable costs which it will have incurred during the 
period, both items in the calculation being sums of money. 
As Keynes saw the problem of the entrepreneur it consisted of 
decisions focusing on two separate time periods [15, p 73-4]: 
The first forecast is that which he has to make when he 
decides to spend money on setting up a capital equipment... 
The second forecast is when, being in possession of a 
capital equipment, he decides how much variable cost to 
incur in working it, i.e. ...how much employment to provide 
and how much output to aim at... The phrase 'production 
period' ...has generally applied, I think, to the first 
and longer of these periods. I have, therefore, thought 
it convenient to use the phrase 'accounting period' for 
the second and shorter of the two periods... The 
importance of the accounting period lies in the fact that 
all decision to employ labor depend on expectations 
covering this period; though some of these expectations, 
depend in turn on expectations covering the longer period. 
It is in the short-period where changes in expectations 
have their effect on the firm's adjustment of variable factors. 
Figure 3-1 depicts an aggregate demand and supply curve. The 
aggregate supply curve reflects, as discussed above, the 
aggregate supply price of output which just covers the factor 
costs employed plus a normal profit. The aggregate demand 
curve represents the expected revenue (proceeds) from the sale 
of the output produced by those factors of production. In the 
short-period (accounting period) point A in Figure 3-1 would 
represent an equilibrium where the expected proceeds, 0, equal 
the actual proceeds (income) Y and these provide a normal 
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profit from the employment of No factors. Starting from this 
point of equilibrium if entrepreneurs expect proceeds to 
increase, say to Dx, this implies that the margin between 
expected proceeds and the costs of production (point B minus 
point C) will yield profits exceeding the normal level. 
This condition will be true for all levels of employment 
up to point C in Figure 3-1. In the 1933 drafts of the General 
Theory [15, p 66] Keynes represents this idea as follows: 
Above all, however, we are basing our conclusions about 
employment on the proper criterion, namely whether it is 
expected to pay a firm in possession of a capital equipment 
to spend money on incurring variable costs; i.e. whether 
the result of spending money on employment and of selling 
the output is expected to result in a larger net sum at 
the end of the accounting period than if the money had 
been retained. 
In a later draft from that same year Keynes suggests [15, p 
98] 
Each firm calculates the prospective selling price of its 
output and its variable cost in respect of output on 
various possible scales of production. Its variable cost 
per unit is not, as a rule, constant for all volumes of 
output but increases as output increases. Output is then 
pushed to the point at which the prospective selling price 
no longer exceeds the marginal variable cost. In this 
way the volume of output, and hence the volume of 
employment, is determined. 
As Keynes notes earlier [15, p 85] 
. . . it is not the prospect of rising prices as such which 
stimulates employment, but the prospect of an increased 
margin between sale proceeds and variable costs. 
The area ABC above the aggregate supply curve represents this 
margin of proceeds above variable costs and it is only by 
expanding employment, and hence output, to point C that these 
extra profits can be captured. The answers to such questions 
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as; where the demand, or extra proceeds, comes from must wait 
until Chapter Five. What must be recognized, however, is that 
this profit is an aggregate profit and that Figure 3-1 does 
not capture the nature of the adjustments of individual firms 
per se. This does not mean that they cannot be characterized 
graphically or that Keynes did not discuss the subject, rather 
what is true is that Keynes was vague concerning the mechanisms 
through which such adjustments occurred. 
For the short-period it is obvious that entry and exit of 
firms will not occur. Fragments do exist from the 1931-32 
period which treat the entrepreneur's reactions to a decrease 
in profits where Keynes notes [12, p 382] 
This does not necessarily mean that there will be 
immediately any significant change in the volume of output. 
For it might be that receipts of every individual 
entrepreneur will still be in excess of the minimum 
receipts below which it is better worth his while to close 
down than to continue in production. The quantitative 
effect on output of a given decrease — A Q in the receipts 
of entrepreneurs will depend on: —(i) the margin between 
each entrepreneurs' receipts and his variable costs 
(meaning by variable costs the costs which are a function 
of current output); (ii) the distribution of the total 
reduction—AQ between different entrepreneurs; and (iii) 
the duration of the period of diminished profit relatively 
to the durability of his fixed capital. 
Keynes continues the discussion by examining the effects of the 
decline in proceeds on the marginal and inframarginal firms, but 
his primary objective is not the microtheoretic adjustment but 
rather the cascade effect that the decline will produce, and the 
resulting self reinforcement of the declining sales trend. 
The general attitude expressed by Keynes toward this issue 
seems to be consistent with the general view held concerning the 
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normal adjustment of firms to changing market conditions as 
depicted in a standard principles course. Figure 3-2 represents 
this typical approach where Do in the market graph might 
represent the demand in this industry based on the equilibrium 
point A from Figure 3-1. With the supply So representing the 
industry supply and the firm graph depicting a " representative" 
firm we could describe the effects of an increase in expected 
demand as a shift of the market demand curve to Di. In the 
very short-run with output fixed at Qo for the market prices 
would rise dramatically to Pi exceeding the variable (marginal) 
costs at point A in the firm graph. This according to Keynes 
would induce the firms to expand output, but in doing so prices 
will fall in the short-run as firms increase factor employment 
thus moving to point B in both the market and firms graphs. 
At this point the firms would be earning more than a normal 
return and this should induce entry by other firms or expansion 
of capital by existing firms. In this regard Keynes noted in 
his early drafts of the General Theory that [15, p 89] 
By good fortune or good management some firms will be more 
successful than others and will make profits over and 
above the rents and variable costs which they have 
incurred; whilst others will make losses. The former 
will tend to expand its capital equipment, the latter to 
contract. By this means there will be a tendency for the 
survival of the most efficient. 
Such adjustments would influence the aggregate supply curves and 
thus move the discussion into the issues surrounding the 
dynamics of the economy. We will take these issues up again 
in Chapter Four, but for the moment we must turn our attentions 
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toward the model of the Treatise and the signal value of 
profits. 
C. Profits in the Treatise and the Fundamental Eguations 
It was in the Treatise where Keynes first formalized the 
importance of profits in a monetary economy. It was this 
"fact" brought in from the real world which helped to explain 
the divergence between investment and savings and the dynamics 
of a monetary economy. Keynes employed the notion of profits 
as the key element in his fundamental equations which served 
both as a reference point for defining an equilibrium of money 
flows and as a vehicle for examining disequilibrium flows of 
money. Chapter Five will focus on the elucidation of these 
points and their relationship to changes in the quantity of 
money. The principle focus of this section is to present the 
fundamental equations and identify the role that profits play 
in these equations. 
In this section we shall employ the original notation 
used by Keynes. To begin let E represent the total money 
income of the community and I' be the cost of producing the 
investment goods in an economy. Alternatively I' is the income 
earned in producing investment goods. We should parenthetically 
note that Keynes' model employs two sectors, consumption, and 
investment goods production. Subtracting I' from E yields 
the income earned from consumption good production. Let S 
represent the savings of a community so that E-S measures the 
current expenditure on consumption goods. Output, 0, is divided 
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between consumption goods, R, and investment goods, C. If P 
represents the price of consumption goods, then PR represents 
the current expenditure on consumption goods; thus we have 
PR = E - S (3-1) 
This equation looks at the process of revenue generation from 
the point of view of the of the firm (PR), and expenditures by 
consumers (E-S). What Keynes then attempts is an analysis of 
the factors influencing the consumer income and hence 
expenditures. First he suggests that the income per unit of 
output is represented by (E/0)(R + C) thus breaking the income 
flows into those based on consumption and investment good 
production. Substituting into equation (3-1) yields. 
PR = (E/0)(R + C) - S (3-2) 
PR = (E/0) R + (E/0) (C - S) (3-3) 
What is assumed in this case is that average wages per unit of 
output in each sector are essentially equal. Now I', the 
cost of investment goods, is equal to (E/0) C, substituting 
this into (3-3) yields 
PR = (E/0) R + I' - S (3-4) 
dividing through by R to obtain 
' • § * *# (3-5, 
This represents Keynes' first fundamental equation which 
essentially states that the price of consumer goods is equal 
to the average earnings per unit of output (average prime 
costs), plus the difference between the cost of investment 
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goods, less the savings of the community per unit of consumption 
goods. 
To leave the equation in this form would obscure the nature 
of the microtheoretic effects which it embodies. First we must 
understand how profits, and then the rate of earnings, enter 
the picture. Profits (or windfall profits) were defined by 
Keynes as follows: 
Qx = PR - (E/0) R (3-6) 
These are the profits for the consumer good sector representing 
the difference between receipts (PR) and costs (E/0)R). Now 
PR is equal to E-S and the costs of producing consumer goods 
is alternatively stated as E-I'. Substituting into (3-6) 
yields: 
Qi = E-S-(E-I') (3-7) 
Qx = I'-S (3-8) 
Thus the second term of the right-hand side of (3-5) can be 
interpreted as the windfall profit (per unit of consumer goods 
produced). 
The importance of differentiating income from profits is 
significant from the point of view of the signal value that 
profits represent. The profitability of production, as we 
noted earlier, is what sets the stage for entrepreneurs to 
make offers of employment or alterations in the wages which 
they offer workers. Profits were not part of normal income, 
if they were considered income or as saving from income no 
distinction could be made between savings and the value of 
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investment. As Keynes pointed out in the preface to the 
Japanese edition of the Treatise [7, p xxiii] 
The difference begins, I think, with a lack of clearness 
in former definitions of the meanings of savings or of 
voluntary savings .... If windfall profits and losses 
are included in income ... and savings as the excess of 
income thus defined over expenditure on consumption, it 
follows that savings is in all cases exactly equal to the 
value of current investment. 
This would lead us dangerously close to Say's Law in Keynes' 
view. What he wished to distinguish was that in addition to 
voluntary savings, S, there was also the fact that the effective 
demand for goods of a particular type or firm could lead to 
profits which when added to savings could result in investment 
running ahead of (or if losses occur, behind) voluntary savings. 
The idea that either changes in bank credit or the volume of 
money could generate windfall profits or losses would play a 
vital role in Keynes' views of how to control the economy both 
in terms of stability and growth. 
Before we can follow this line of thought a second 
adjustment was made to the fundamental equation concerning 
wage earnings. Keynes defined W as the rate of earnings per 
unit of human effort. The increase of W then represents the 
labor power of money. Next he defined W% as the rate of 
efficiency earnings where W = eWi and e represents the 
coefficient of efficiency. He than substituted 1/e W for Wi 
or E/0 in the fundamental equation yielding 
P = Wi + 1 ' R ' S (3-9) 
or 
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P = 1/e W + ZL+2. (3-10) 
This approach requires the assumption that e, the efficiency 
level of labor, is averaged across all forms of labor. With 
the result that the first fundamental equation becomes 
essentially a cost plus profit mark-up price equation. Where 
Wi represents the costs of production and the second term 
represents the profit (or loss) mark up that occurs in a 
dynamic situation. In equilibrium profits will be 
zero—remembering that normal profits are included in Wi as 
the entrepreneur's normal income. Thus in the first 
fundamental equation Keynes developed a mechanism through 
which individual decisions to spend or save could directly 
affect profits and hence prices. 
Keynes described the results as follows [7, p 123]: 
Thus the price level, as determined by the first term, is 
upset by the fact that the division of the output between 
investment and goods for consumption is not necessarily 
the same as the division of income between savings and 
expenditure on consumption. 
The short period orientation of the first fundamental 
equation embodies within it assumptions concerning the sequence 
of actions taken by economic agents. Given the data on the 
previous short-period's profits, entrepreneurs form expectations 
concerning this period's profits. Based on these expectations 
the entrepreneur chooses to either employ more or less labor 
this period in order to maximize his expected profits or 
minimize his losses. Once the employment decision has been 
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made this effectively determines the income for this period 
which can be spent on this period's output which, as a result 
of the employment decision, is fixed. The next step in the 
sequence of decisions then falls to the consumers, it is they 
who decide how much to consume and how much to save. With 
this decision the actual proceeds received by entrepreneurs 
are determined with results being that the entrepreneur's 
expectations proceeds are equal to, exceeding, or less than 
those expected. 
If the actual proceeds equal the expected, then a normal 
profit is earned. If they exceed expected levels, then a 
quasi-rent is earned on existing fixed capital, and should the 
actual proceeds fall short of expected, a loss is incurred. 
As we shall see in Chapter Five, the effects of these 
short-period results have direct implications for the 
entrepreneur's long-period decisions, and in addition the 
short-period results can be directly affected by changes in 
the actual money supply as well as by consumer behavior towards 
liquidity. Before attempting to synthesize money and value 
theory, however, Chapter Four will explore both the long-period 
decisions of entrepreneurs in greater depth and the role of 
uncertainty in greater detail. 
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Chapter Four 
THE ENTREPRENEUR AND THE LONG-PERIOD INVESTMENT DECISION 
UNDER UNCERTAINTY 
In the Treatise Keynes did not stop with the analysis of 
the short-period, but, rather than conduct his analysis with 
the first fundamental equation he developed a second fundamental 
equation that examined the price level of output as a whole. 
This approach required discussing the value of investment as 
well as consumption goods while implicitly admitting a greater 
time length to accomodate the production and sale of these 
durable goods. 
The second fundamental equation incorporates the value 
of, as distinguished from the costs of, new investment goods. 
Let P' be the price level of new investment goods, then P'C = 
I, the value of new investments. Let TT be the overall price 
level, then 
TTO = P R + (P'C) (4-1) 
Substituting E-S for P R and I for P'C yields 
TTO - B - S + I (4-2) 
or, alternatively dividing by 0 yields 
TT E + I - S (4-3) 
0 
Given that profits for the investment sector Qa = I - I' 
and the profits of the consumer good sector are Qi = I' - S, 
then the overall profit Q = Qi + Qa equals I - S. Treating 
earnings per unit of output as in the first fundamental 
equation, equation (4-3) then becomes 
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TT = Wx + Q/0 (4-4) 
Once again the price level is a cost of production plus a profit 
(or minus a loss) markup process. The second equation now 
allows us to examine the interaction of the finance markets in 
conjunction with the banking system in order to trace out the 
flow of cash through the system as well as the ramifications 
of alternative transmission processes. 
Keynes acknowledged that the fundamental equations were 
mere tautologies, but he believed the main advantages of the 
equations were not in their explicit depiction of the monetary 
process but rather [7, p 125] 
These conclusions are, of course, obvious and may serve 
to remind us that all equations are purely formal; they 
are mere identities; truisms which tell us nothing in 
themselves... Their only point is to analyze and arrange 
out material in what will turn out to be useful way for 
tracing cause and effect, when we have vitalized them by 
the introduction of extraneous facts from the actual world. 
Their importance lay in the fact that the equations could serve 
[7, p 198] 
. . . for the purpose of qualitative investigation.. .when 
considering what kind of monetary and business events will 
produce what kind of consequence. 
For as Keynes would continue to reiterate, the various monetary 
policies that could be pursued, or business events that 
occurred, would not always yield the same unique result on 
each occurrence. As he put the point [15, p 55] 
On my view, there is no unique long-period position of 
equilibrium equally valid regardless of the character of 
the policy of the monetary authority. On the contrary 
there are a number of such positions corresponding to 
different policies. 
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The parts of adjustment in income, prices and output,and even 
market structure would depend critically on the nature of the 
monetary policy, in this belief he departed from the view held 
in the traditional quantity theory. 
A. Profits as a Signaling Mechanism under Uncertainty 
In a monetary economy where the store of value function 
of money helps to create a break between present consumption and 
production both the entrepreneur and consumer face the necessity 
of planning their present and future actions under conditions 
of uncertainty. As a result plans are formulated based on 
economic agent's expectations of the future and this raises 
questions as to the nature and reliability of the information 
employed in formulating these expectations. These questions 
Keynes faced squarely in his Treatise on Probability published 
in 1921. In that work the trouble created by uncertainty had 
moved Keynes toward a nihilistic position [5, p 32] 
Some cases [exist] in which no rational basis has been 
discovered for numerical comparison... no method of 
calculation, however impracticable, has been suggested. 
But Keynes was too practical an individual to accept such a 
position given the fact that actions can and must be performed 
in the real world and therefore require some guiding principle. 
In the Treatise on Probability Keynes developed an 
inductive theory of probability where a primary proposition, 
say a, that a person has knowledge of, will be related to a 
secondary proposition, say h, which the individual also has 
knowledge about; resulting in the following relation 
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a/h = P 
where P is the probability that a will occur given the evidence 
h. (The reader should note that in this section P represents 
Probability and not Price as in the earlier section on the 
Fundamental equations. Thus [5, p 245] 
An inductive argument affirms, not that a certain matter 
of fact is so, but that relative to certain evidence there 
is a probability in its favor. 
It is the lack of certainty regarding the propositions that 
forces the individual to develop a rational belief regarding 
its truth or validity [5, p 16] 
Knowledge, on the other hand, of a secondary proposition 
involving a degree of probability lower than certainty, 
together with knowledge of the premise of the secondary 
proposition, leads only to a rational belief of the 
appropriate degree in the primary proposition. 
The task facing the individual decisionmaker is then to 
gather more evidence in order to improve or diminish his belief 
in the proposition. For any particular generalization the 
probability of that generalization given n observations of it 
yielding the following [5, p 261-2] 
P» s Po + XiXa...Xnlgh(1-po) 
where: Pn is the probability of the generalization, g. 
Po is the a priori probability of the 
generalization 
h is the general data available priori to the 
investigation 
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Xi,x2...xn are representative instances of the 
generalization 
g is the contrary generalization 
Thus, as additional observations are taken, if evidence is 
obtained which shows that the contrary generalization does 
not hold, so that x%,xa...x»|gh(l-po) approaches zero, then 
the probability of the generalization being true approaches 
one or certainty. The key to achieving knowledge is that each 
additional instance under which the generalization is observed 
must not be identical. What is needed is a variety of 
circumstance and not mere repetition. As Keynes' pointed out 
[5, p 259] 
It has often been thought that the essence of inductive 
argument lies in the multiplication of instances...by 
emphasizing the number of the instances Hume obscured the 
real object of the method. If it were strictly true that 
the hundred instances are no way different from the single 
instance, Hume would be right to wonder in what manner they 
can strengthen the argument. The object of increasing the 
number of instances arises out of the fact that we are nearly 
always aware of some difference between instances... Every 
new instance may diminish the unessential resemblances between 
the instances and by introducing a new difference increase 
the negative analogy. For this reason, and for this reason 
only, new instances are valuable. 
In the monetary economy an entrepreneur faced with 
decisions regarding the increase or decrease of employment in 
the short-period or investment over the long-period is forced 
to make generalizations concerning the appropriateness of the 
possible actions. The best evidence available to the 
entrepreneur which pertains to the variety of his or her past 
experience is the expectation of a profit being earned under 
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the various conditions. It was this 'fact' of profit that 
existed in the real world which Keynes brought into the analysis 
of the monetary economy in the Treatise on Money. It was 
this 'fact' which he felt the traditional Quantity Theory of 
Money lacked and which made the analysis of the Treatise 
fundamental equations relevant. As Keynes stated this point 
in the Treatise [7, p 141] 
It is important for the reader to appreciate that the 
definition of profits given above, and the division of total 
value of the product between what we call incomes or earnings 
and what we call profits, are not arbitrary. The essential 
characteristic of the entity which we call profits is that 
its having a zero value is the usual condition in the actual 
economic world today for equilibrium of the purchasing power 
of money. It is the introduction of this fact from the real 
world which gives significance to the particular fundamental 
equations which we selected and saves them from the character 
of being mere identities. 
Even at this stage of his thinking Keynes was working toward a 
theory of employment as related to the signal created by 
profits [7, p 141]: 
In existing circumstances, however, the most usual and 
important occasion of change will be the action of the 
entrepreneurs, under the influence of the actual enjoyment 
of positive or negative profits, in increasing or diminishing 
the volume of employment which they offer... 
Profits are the driving force of the economic system, and once 
they exist they become [7, p 126]: 
. . . a cause of what subsequently ensues; indeed; the 
mainspring of change in the existing economic system. This 
is the essential reason why it is useful to segregate them 
in our fundamental equations. 
In a foreshadowing of the emphasis on expectations that 
would occur in the General Theory Keynes stated that [9, p 
143] 
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. . . so far as entrepreneurs are able... to forecast the 
relationship between saving and investment in its effects on 
the demand for their product... it is obviously the anticipated 
profit or loss...rather than actual profit...on business 
just concluded, which influences...the scale...and the 
offers...to the factors of production ...strictly, therefore, 
we should say that it is the anticipated profits or loss 
which is the mainspring of change... 
In the Quantity Theory of Money it is only the price level 
which adjusts to changes in the quantity of money. In the 
Treatise Keynes not only argued that multiple price levels 
should be employed, reflecting different sets of related goods, 
but that it is the change in profits on a sector by sector, or 
firm by firm, basis which sends the most powerful signal to 
entrepreneurs. The reason for this is that prices may change 
for reasons of wage changes or efficiency adjustments which 
may ultimately not affect the profits earned by entrepreneurs. 
One way in which to elucidate the idea of the signal value of 
the information contained in profit signals is to employ the 
concepts of information theory. 
In F.I. Dretske's Knowledge and the Flow of Information 
[3] a simple method is employed to illuminate and describe the 
information theoretic aspects of a signaling process. Let us 
suppose that some processes (like profit generation or loanable 
funds theory) reduced n equally likely possibilities to a 
single possibility. Let I(s) represent the amount of 
information generated by the process(es). I(s) is calculated 
as follows: 
I(s) = % p(si) I(Si) (4-5) 
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where p(sa_) is the probability of the occurrence S* and I(Sa.) 
is the 'surprisal' value of a particular s* occurring where 
I(Si) is 
I(Sj.) = log l/p(Si) = -log p(s*) (4-6) 
An example will help to clarify this notion. Suppose a bias 
coin yields .9 probability of heads and .1 for tails. What 
is the amount of information, measured in bits, that occurs 
with a head or a tail? The surprisal value of a head is log 
1/.9 = .15 bits; for a tail it is log l/.l = 3.33 bits. The 
average information, or entropy, transferred from the bias 
coin is: 
I(s)s,jL.. = .9(.15) + .1(3.33) = .467 bit (4-7) 
Is this more or less than a fair coin? The surprisal value of 
a head or tail is equal to log 1/.5 in both cases for a fair 
coin. The total information provided is: 
I(s)*»,=j... = %" .5(1) = 1 bit (4-8) 
Ml 
Thus there is more information generated by the fair coin. 
This is the result of the fact that under the bias coin heads, 
which occurs more often, reveals less information on each 
occurrence. The more possible states that can arise, then 
the greater the information content that each of these states 
conveys. 
Consider for example the effect of a change in consumer 
savings as it becomes loanable funds placed on the money 
market. The change in savings results in a fall (rise) in the 
rate of interest as savings is increased or decreased. Thus a 
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change in savings creates one of two possible effects on the 
interest rate, and if this is true the surprisal value of 
falling interest rates is .5 since the probability is 1/2 
that interest rates fall (rise) and log 1/.5 - log . 5 = 1 . 
Falling interest rates do not tell entrepreneurs what to produce 
or when to produce it in order to satisfy consumers' future 
needs, therefore there is little or no information conveyed 
by the change in interest rates in the loanable funds theory. 
Likewise, if price levels always change proportionately to a 
change in the money supply, prices, also, will convey very 
little or no information to entrepreneurs. 
What about profits as a signal? In the Treatise Keynes for 
simplicity restricted himself to a two sector model, however, 
throughout the book he discusses the role of 'multiple price 
levels' for different classes of goods as guides to relative 
allocations of factors and effort. He certainly recognized the 
fact that the fiction of a one good economy which was perfectly 
malleable did not reflect the true heterogeneous nature of the 
specialized monetary economy. Profits then, by industry, 
served as one means of conveying information about where 
resources should be allocated. If profits were equally likely 
to occur, then in a two sector economy the information conveyed 
by the profit process is 
I(Qa) = .5(1) + .5(1) = 1 bit (4-9) 
In this simple case there is no gain in information over the 
interest rate mechanism, however, if the economy has more 
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sectors, say for example eight, then the surprisal value of a 
change in profits is log 1/.125 = log 8 = 3 . The information 
conveyed by the profit process then is 
I(Qs) = 2 .125(3) = 3 bits (4-10) 
Thus there is more information conveyed by profits and the 
diversity of the monetary economy can be used to advantage, by 
utilizing profit information to coordinate economic activity, 
whereas the interest rate mechanism does not provide a signal 
concerning which sector of the economy should receive the loans. 
This view is implicit in Keynes [7, p 141] when he states 
It is by altering the rate of profits in particular directions 
that entrepreneurs can be induced to produce that rather than 
that, and it is by altering the rate of profits in general 
they they can be induced to modify the average of their offers 
of remuneration to the factors of production. 
If profits did not convey this sort of expected long-run 
information, decisions could not be made that would result in 
the adjustment of relative outputs. The fundamental equations, 
however, focus on price levels and if we take Keynes discussion 
of multiple price levels as a more realistic depiction of the 
economy, his theory implies that it is in part profits which 
cause the relative prices of different sectors to diverge. It 
is the gathering of this profit and price information that 
allows the entrepreneur to compare alternative employment or 
investment strategies and in gathering this information not 
only will evidence be obtained to develop knowledge of the 
probabilities of success, but it also adds 'weight' to a 
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particular argument. Keynes expressed this idea in the Treatise 
on Probability as follows [5, p 77] 
But it seems that there may be another respect in which some 
kind of quantitative comparison between arguments is possible. 
This comparison turns upon a balance, not between the 
favourable and the unfavourable evidence, but between the 
absolute amounts of relevant knowledge and of relevant 
ignorance respectively. 
As the relevant evidence at our disposal increases, the 
magnitude of the probability of the argument may either 
decrease or increase...but something seems to have increased 
in either case, —we have a more substantial bases upon which 
to rest our conclusions. I express this by saying that an 
accession of new evidence increases the weight of an argument. 
New evidence will sometimes decrease the probability of an 
argument, but it will always increase its 'weight.' 
As more relevant information is gathered on the 
profitability of past investments under new conditions this 
will increase the weight of the argument for, or against, a 
decision, in essence improving the reliability of the 
entrepreneur's decision-making process as various alternatives 
are eliminated based on the new information. What remains to 
be shown is the relationship of the profit signal concepts to 
both the analysis of uncertainty and the investment process 
in the General Theory. 
B. Investment, Profit and Uncertainty in the General Theory 
Keynes' theory of investment has been criticized by many 
economists on many grounds charging that he confused the 
concepts of marginal productivity and marginal efficiency; 
missed entirely the problems created by stocks and flows; and 
that his analysis was not grounded on fundamental microeconomic 
propositions. In this section we shall show that these 
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contentions are entirely wrong and that, above all, Keynes' 
analysis stood firmly on a microtheoretic foundation, albeit 
a different set of grounds than is employed in modern 
microtheoretic analysis. Keynes' position was based on the 
realities of the specificity of investments or heterogeneity 
of capital in which he employed two separate periods of 
analysis; a short-period temporary equilibrium where scarcity 
was an important factor, and a longer period where supply 
responsiveness was critical. Moreover, the entrepreneurs' 
decisions concerning investment were developed within a 
portfolio choice framework where the standard assumptions of 
equal marginal principle of microeconomics were employed. 
Profits and money interest rates will determine the demand 
price for investments, which are in turn compared to the supply 
price, or marginal costs, of producing the investment good. 
With two or more sectors in the economy entrepreneurs must 
consider which of the alternative investments represents the 
most productive use of their money resources. 
The model employed by Keynes in the General Theory was an 
extension and refinement of his work in the Treatise and once 
again reflects the continuity and consistency in the 
development of his thought. In this model capital was fixed 
in the short-period and specific to the production of either 
consumption or investment goods. There was no possibility of 
shifting this stock of capital between sectors in the 
short-run. In the 1933-34 drafts of the General Theory Keynes 
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explained his emphasis through the idea of scarcity [15, p 
116] 
I much prefer to speak of capital as having a quasi-rent to 
speaking of it as being productive. The reason why an asset 
yields up during its life services having an aggregate value 
greater than its cost of production, is solely because it is 
scarce. 
He explained the importance of quasi-rents further, suggesting 
that [15, p 113] 
If this is a correct account of the matter, marginal 
efficiency of capital (or m.e.c.) is the equilibrium concept 
about which quasi-rent oscillates, quasi-rent being, so to 
speak, the short-period version of m.e.c. 
In the Treatise Keynes explained the fluctuation in the 
demand for capital in the following terms [7, p 180] 
Upon what does the demand price of capital goods depend? It 
depends on two things—on the estimated net prospective yield 
from fixed capital (estimated by the opinion of the market 
after such allowance as they choose to make for the 
uncertainty of anticipation, etc.), measured in money, and 
on the rate of interest at which this future yield is 
capitalised. 
In the short-period the entrepreneur is incapable of adjusting 
the stock of capital employed by the firm. If the spot price 
of goods rises then the entrepreneur earns a quasi-rent on 
the equipment that exists, if this condition is expected to 
continue or if forward prices are anticipated to rise, the 
difference between sales proceeds and costs will increase 
creating the expectation of further quasi-rents on existing 
capital, and additional quasi-rents that could be obtained 
from new capital goods. In the drafts of the General Theory 
[15, p 83] Keynes described the entrepreneur's decision 
regarding investment as a portfolio choice problem: Thus we 
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must suppose that the spot and forward price structure has 
already brought into equilibrium the relative advantages, as 
estimated by the holder, of holding money and other existing 
forms of wealth. Thus if the advantage in terms of money of 
using money to start up a productive process is increased, 
this will stimulate entrepreneurs to offer more employment... 
For the entrepreneur is guided, not by the amount of product 
he will gain, but by the alternative opportunities for using 
money having regard to the spot and forward price structure 
taken as a whole. 
It is the short-period signal provided by quasi-rents which 
provides information to entrepreneurs as to the potential 
profitability of particular investments. The comparison which 
they make is between the return that they can receive from 
lending money, (i.e. the interest rate) and the return on 
capital investments. In the Treatise Keynes suggested that 
competition for money in such capital development would, in 
conjunction with the rate of interest, uniquely determine the 
level of investment [7, p 190] 
If we assume that the lending of money takes place according 
to the principles of a perfect market, it is evident that, 
given the demand schedule of borrowers, the effective bank 
rate and bond rate must uniquely determine the production of 
capital goods and hence, generally speaking, the volume of 
investment. 
The important question that then arises is: what determines 
the demand price of alternative investments and the interest 
rate on money? 
In the Treatise Keynes suggested that [7, p 189] 
A fall in the rate of interest stimulates the production of 
capital goods not because it decreases their cost of 
production but because it increases their demand price. 
The first round effects of this change are felt on the prices 
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of the existing stock of capital goods and through this there 
is a stimulation of new investment [7, p 189] 
It is not unusual for the stimulus to new investment to come 
about through a lower bank rate...sending up the price level 
of existing investments... In so far as these investments are 
capable of reproduction, the prices of new capital goods (in 
particular) will then rise in sympathy. 
This point is reiterated in the General Theory [9, p 142] 
The mistake lies in supposing that it is the rate of interest 
on which the prospective changes in the value of money react, 
instead of the marginal efficiency of a given stock of 
capital. The prices of existing assets will always adjust 
themselves to changes in expectations concerning the 
prospective value of money. The significance of such changes 
in expectations lies in their effect on the readiness to 
produce new assets through their reaction on the marginal 
efficiency of capital. 
In the analysis of the demand price for a real asset on 
capital good Keynes employed the concept of the marginal 
efficiency of capital (investment) as discussed in Chapter 
One. This was defined as the discount rate which equilibrated 
the prospective yield from profits to the present supply price 
or replacement cost of that asset or 
M.E.i =51D_L 
Op 
where E(TT ) is the prospective yield, and Sp is the supply 
price, of that capital good. An M.E.I exists for all assets 
implying that many sectors exist in the economy and that a 
portfolio choice problem exists for the entrepreneur. The 
role of quasi-rents in formulating an estimate of the expected 
proceeds becomes evident from Keynes' discussion of 
expectations and uncertainty in the General Theory. In that 
work static expectations were the rule due to [9, p 149] 
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The outstanding fact is the extreme precariousness of the 
basis of knowledge on which our estimates of prospective 
yields have to be made. Our knowledge of the factors which 
will govern the yield on an investment some years hence is 
usually very slight and often negligible. 
Furthermore [9, p 51] 
Accordingly it is sensible for producers to base their 
expectations on the assumption that the most recently realised 
results will continue, except in so far as there are definite 
reasons for expecting a change. 
The most recently realized results will generally be evaluated 
on the basis of the existing quasi-rents. To the extent that 
these are changing and, more importantly, from Keynes' point 
of view, that these changes represent new observations of the 
production process and its profitability under new unique 
circumstances this information can be used in assessing the 
probability of the generalization that further investment in 
that particular type of capital is warranted, as well as 
increasing the weight of the argument in favor of such an 
action. This view of Keynes' thought can be used to understand 
his statements concerning realized results [9, p 47] 
The actually realised results of the production and sale of 
output will only be relevant to employment in so far as they 
cause a modification of subsequent expectations. 
These follow from the actual results and provide further 
evidence on the probability of an investment being profitable, 
while the increased number of observations based on the 
market's actual results can increase our "confidence" in, or 
weight of, the argument [9, p 149] 
There is, however, not much to be said about the state of 
confidence a priori. Our conclusions must mainly depend 
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upon the actual observation of markets and business 
psychology. 
Thus quasi-rents play a critical role in the inductive 
process employed by entrepreneurs who have knowledge of a 
certain primary proposition, say the feasibility of technically 
producing a certain product, while they have less knowledge 
about the profitability of that production process which 
constitutes the secondary proposition. Observations of 
quasi-rents lead to new and unique information and it is in 
the 'fact' of profits that the entrepreneur finds tangible 
evidence for actions. As Keynes noted in the General Theory 
[9, p 148] 
It would be foolish, in forming our expectations, to attach 
great weight to matters which are very uncertain. It is 
reasonable, therefore, to be guided to a considerable degree 
by the facts about which we fell somewhat confident... For 
this reason the facts of the existing situation enter, in a 
sense disproportionately, into the formation of our long-term 
expectations, our usual practice being to take the existing 
situation and to project it into the future, modified only 
to the extent that we have more or less definite reasons for 
expecting a change. 
What the entrepreneur has, in essence, done is [9, p 152]: 
In practice we have tacitly agreed, as a rule, to fall back 
on what is, in truth, a convention. The essence of this 
convention...lies in assuming that the existing state of 
affairs will continue indefinitely, except in so far as we 
have specific reason to expect a change. 
But, given the role of quasi-rents in formulating 
expectations of the yield of any investment, the question of 
what constitutes a demand price for an asset still remains 
ambiguous. As Keynes pointed out in the General Theory [9, p 
137] 
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I would, however, ask the reader to note at once that neither 
the knowledge of an asset's prospective yield nor the 
knowledge of the marginal efficiency of the asset enables us 
to deduce either the rate of interest or the present value 
of the asset. We must ascertain the rate of interest from 
some other source, and only then can we value the asset by 
"capitalising" its productive yield. 
In order to understand this process we must first identify 
what Keynes meant by the rate of interest. In the General 
Theory [9, p 167] Keynes identified the rate of interest as 
the reward for parting with liquidity [it is] the "price" 
which equilibrates the desire to hold wealth in the form of 
cash with the available quantity of cash. 
For Keynes it was not the equilibrium of the supply of savings 
and demand for investment which determined the rate of interest 
but rather the supply and demand for money based on the 
liquidity preference of economic agents. Keynes argued in the 
General Theory [9, p 137] that the rate of interest would be 
used to determine the demand price of any investment which 
applied across the board to both new and old investments traded 
on bond, stock, and other financial markets. 
If Qr is the prospective yield from an asset at time r, and 
d= is the present value of 1 deferred r years at the 
current rate of interest. Qrdr is the demand price of the 
investment; and investment will be carried to the point where 
Qrdr becomes equal to the supply price of the investment as 
defined above. 
However, at a latter point in the General Theory Keynes makes 
the following statement [9, p 165] 
We have shown in chapter 11 that, whilst there are forces 
causing the rate of investment to rise or fall so as to keep 
the marginal efficiency of capital equal to the rate of 
interest, yet the marginal efficiency of capital is, in 
itself, a different thing from the ruling rate of interest. 
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The schedule of the marginal efficiency of capital may be 
said to govern the terms on which loanable funds are demanded 
for the purpose of new investment; whilst the rate of interest 
governs the terms on which funds are being currently supplied. 
Here we see that interest rates represent the cost of funds 
supplied, while the M.E.I represents the demand for funds. How 
can the earlier statements be reconciled with this view? To 
answer this we shall employ some simple graphical analysis. 
In Figure 4.1 we have depicted the standard marginal 
efficiency of capital (investment) curve and an interest rate 
curve where the interest rate is the discount rate, which makes 
the present value of any asset equal to the prospective profits. 
This curve is downward sloping since increases in the level of 
investment imply increasing output, which would lower the 
expected prices and hence lower profits. To maintain any given 
present value under these conditions the interest rate must 
fall, we shall return to a discussion of the relative slopes 
of these curves below. In equilibrium, where the rate of 
interest equals the mec, we have the following result: 
Sp Pv 
or 
and therefore 
Pv = Sp 
In other words: if the present value (Pv) represents the demand 
price for any asset it will equal the supply price (sp) in 
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equilibrium. This is simply the ratio of the market value of 
an asset to its replacement cost, or what has become known as 
Tobin's q-ratio. 
If for any reason the level of investment falls short of 
the equilibrium point, A. Then this implies that: 
TT TT 
Sp PV 
or alternatively that 
PV > Sp. 
In other words the demand price for the asset is greater than 
the supply price, signifying that a profit greater than the 
existing rate of interest can be earned and thereby stimulating 
additional investment in this asset. From the point of view 
of Tobin's q-ratio; it will be greater than one, which indicates 
that investment will increase. If too much investment exists 
the opposite results will be obtained. 
For the slopes of these two curves to maintain the present 
relationship as depicted we must explain why dSp/dl is greater 
than dPV/dl. In the short-period one answer is given by the 
high cost of adjustment that is incurred when investment takes 
place. An extensive literature has developed on this subject 
which has provided a justification for a fairly inelastic 
investment supply curve over the short-period. The change in 
the present value of assets as investment takes place can be 
analyzed from the following perspective. If investment is 
increasing there will be a tendency for investors, through the 
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Figure 4.1 
Investment Due to a Change in Quasi-rents 
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speculative demand for money, to resist driving up the present 
value of assets due to the uncertainty of being able to obtain 
capital gains. High present values of assets tend to imply 
the danger that these may fall in the near future rather than 
rise. In other words, the liquidity preference of agents makes 
the interest rate sticky downwards. In addition growing 
investment and income will increase the transactions demand 
for money which again puts a pressure on interest rates in an 
upward direction thereby limiting the rise in present values of 
assets. 
The question that remains to be answered is: how do 
changes in short- period quasi-rents affect the incentive to 
invest? This can be analyzed within the framework of the M.E.C 
and interest rate curves rather simply. In Figure 4.1 the 
meco and io curves represent an initial situation of equilibrium 
where Io investment has occurred. If quasi-rents should rise 
(the reasons for such a change being explored in depth in the 
next chapter) and entrepreneurs employing this information 
reevaluate the prospective yields upwards, then both the 
mec and interest rate curves will shift outwards to meci and 
ii. Given the existing level of investment the demand price 
for investment will exceed the supply price since the mec is 
greater than the interest rate (compare points C and B). 
With this discrepancy between demand and supply prices, 
investment will be increased until point D is reached and 
equilibrium is reestablished with a level of investment Ii. 
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What Keynes has created is a simple situation where 
entrepreneurs are reacting to discrepancies between demand and 
supply prices which generate profits for particular investment 
projects. By surveying the differential profit rates the 
entrepreneur gains information as to the best available use of 
his or her funds. By reallocating these funds actions occur 
which set in motion the forces which will once again 
reestablish an equilibrium where each investment produces an 
equal marginal return as we would expect in any theoretically 
sound microeconomic approach. What remains to be shown is how 
quasi-rents, aggregate demand, and the quantity of money are 
related in Keynes' system. This topic will be addressed in 
the final chapters. 
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Chapter Five 
THE UNIFICATION OF THE THEORY OF MONEY, PRICES AND PRODUCTION 
In the General Theory Keynes stated that [9, p 293] 
One of the objects of the foregoing chapters has been to 
escape from this double life and to bring the theory of 
prices as a whole back to close contact with the theory 
of value. The division of Economics between the Theory 
of Value and Distribution on the one hand and the Theory 
of Money on the other hand is, I think, a false division. 
Both Keynes' lectures at Cambridge in the 1930's and the title 
of his contribution to the Festschrift for Arther Spietoff 
indicate his concern for the development of a monetary theory 
of production. In this chapter, building on the discussion 
of our first four chapters, we shall show how the Treatise 
and the General Theory actually accomplished this feat. In 
many ways the ideas presented are strikingly simple and yet 
the elegance of Keynes conception of the interconnections 
between money and the market process is profound. 
A. The Link Between the Treatise and General Theory 
In the previous chapters' we alluded to the close 
interconnection between the ideas expressed in the Treatise and 
the General Theory. This section is intended to make this link 
unequivocal, describing it in the most formal way possible. 
In the Treatise the fundamental equations depicted two sets of 
conditions. In an equilibrium condition the price level 
reflects the average earnings per unit of output plus the normal 
profits required by an entrepreneur to continue the production 
process. In the conceptual framework of the circular flow 
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model this income would be sufficient to purchase all current 
output, however, under conditions of disequilibrium an economic 
profit or loss is earned by entrepreneurs and this then sets 
in motion a set of adjustments to output, employment, wages 
and income. Obviously these adjustments affect both the costs 
and revenues of entrepreneurs and continue until a new 
equilibrium is achieved. 
In terms of the fundamental equations, we shall refer 
only to the second fundamental equation in this discussion 
though the results hold equally well for the first fundamental 
equation. We have 
» - W, • -IjS- . + .1.
 + _$. ,5.1, 
where W% contains the normal profit or income earned by 
entrepreneurs and I-S or Q equals the economic profits earned. 
As we shall see Keynes will employ two alternative terms in 
describing economic profits; quasi-rents and windfall profits, 
which depict short-run expected conditions and longer-period 
actual events respectively. In the General Theory Keynes 
introduced the concept of the aggregate supply curve which 
depicted the aggregate supply price associated with each 
possible level of employment and output. Keynes defined this 
concept as [9, p 24] 
...the aggregate supply price of a given amount of 
employment is the expectation of proceeds which will just 
make it worth the while of entrepreneurs to give that 
employment. 
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In other words the aggregate supply price will equal the 
price given by the fundamental equations in equilibrium. The 
only difference in terminology regards the use of expected 
revenue or proceeds, but as we indicated in Chapter three 
this difference is one of emphasis, albeit a fundamentally 
important one, with respect to our conceptualization of how 
an entrepreneurial economy operates. 
The next step in the analysis occurs with Keynes' adoption 
of the term effective demand which occurred in 1934. In a 
letter to R.F. Kahn in April of that year Keynes defined 
effective demand as the expected price times the output, or, 
in other words, the expected revenues. This concept has created 
difficulties for many readers of the General Theory. This has 
been in part due to a misprint in the General Theory, or, more 
accurately, a correction which Keynes noted but never made as 
well as problems generated from the constant redraft of the 
General Theory. In a mid-1934 draft Keynes attempted to clarify 
these notions [12, p 424] 
There are, then, two fundamental quantities ... namely the 
expectation of the sale proceeds of the current output of 
finished goods which leads to the decision to use capital 
equipment to produce the goods, and the actual value of the 
sale proceeds which is realized when the goods in question 
are finished. The former is what matters if we wish to 
know what determines the volume of employment, and the 
latter if we wish to know the actual profits of the 
entrepreneur; though the influences of the two overlap, 
since production is a continuous process and expectation 
is gradually modified, largely in light of the current 
level of profits. 
Thus the actual income is still defined as in the Treatise while 
the view regarding expected profits expressed in the Treatise 
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is formalized in terms of effective demand. In that same 1934 
draft he defined these terms as follows [12, p 425] 
. . . call the actual sales proceeds income and the present 
value of the expected sale proceeds effective demand ... 
. The difference between the two we shall call 
entrepreneur's windfall - profit or loss . . . so that 
the excess of income over effective demand is 
entrepreneur's windfall profit. 
We can now see that windfall profits are associated with 
the longer period analysis which is in turn associated with the 
eventual realization of actual income. Keynes then proceeded 
to define a second form of profit which he called quasi-rents 
[12, p 426] which arise in the short-run as 
. . . being the excess of the expected sales proceeds of 
the goods over their prime cost (NW). Thus the sum of the 
quasi-rent and prime cost of a given output is equal to the 
effective demand for it, i.e., D + Q = NW . . . 
That is, in the short-run if the entrepreneur's expectations 
regarding sales proceeds for a given level of output exceed the 
current costs then a short-run return above cost is earned by 
capital equipment which Marshall had called a quasi-rent. 
This helps to explain the confusing shift in terminology 
and approach between the Treatise and the General Theory, which 
occurred as Keynes was trying to come to grips with describing 
the process of transition between the short and long-period 
analysis. The comments he received concerning the Treatise 
had often criticized his inclusion of entrepreneurial profits 
(normal profit) as an element of income and Keynes attempted 
to adjust his terminology to meet these points (see General 
Theory p 60-61 and p 77-78). In fact he started this process 
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of changing his definitions in his 1933 draft of the General 
Theory where he removed the long-period normal returns of 
entrepreneurs from the definition of income, thus yielding the 
following [15, p 72] 
In particular, the reader should notice that E no longer 
includes an allowance for 'normal' quasi-rent, with the 
result that a quantity equal to Q'/O, where Q' is the 
long-period expectation of the return to capital, has 
been subtracted from the first term of the equation, as 
set forth in my Treatise on Money, and added to the second 
term. This means the second term no longer vanishes in 
long-period equilibrium but becomes equal to the 'normal' 
return to capital per unit of output. The first term in 
now the part of the price which goes to reward employment, 
and the second term is the part of the price which goes 
to reward capital equipment. This is, I think, a clearer 
and more useful dichotomy — and it is equally adapted 
to long-period and to short-period analysis. 
Here Keynes still employs the term quasi-rents for both the 
long and short-period profits. In order to make a distinction 
between the long and short period his later drafts adopt the 
windfall definition. Unfortunately as a result of discussions 
with Hawtrey [13, p 570-80] he reverts in the General Theory 
simply to the term profits, in most cases blurring the important 
distinctions between periods. This may have caused confusion 
among critics of the General Theory, such as Patinkin, who 
have missed the spirit of Keynes aggregate supply and effective 
demand analysis. The following graphical analysis I believe 
will clarify the important differences in terminology and 
provide a concise explanation of Keynes short- and long-period 
analyses. In Figure 5.1 we have depicted an aggregate supply 
curve (Z) and both an effective demand curve (D) and the actual 
income curve (Y). 
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If entrepreneurs are currently producing output Oi (which 
would also correspond to employment of Nx labor) the current 
cost inclusive of a normal return is represented by the supply 
price at point A. If at this time entrepreneurs expect 
proceeds to be represented by the effective demand curve D, 
then the expected revenues from the sale of 0X units of output 
would be represented by point B. In terms of the fundamental 
equations the price of output exceeds the per unit costs and 
a profit above normal levels is expected. The result is a 
quasi-rent earned on the existing capital equipment. In order 
to maximize this potential quasi-rent the entrepreneur would 
expand his output for all units where the expected revenues 
exceed or equal the additional costs of production. This point 
is reached at C, where, as Keynes noted in his 1934 drafts 
[12, p 426] 
Under normal assumptions of competition etc. the condition 
of maximum quasi-rent will be satisfied by a volume of 
employment such that the prime cost of the marginal 
employment will be equal to the expected sale proceeds of 
the resulting increment of product. (my emphasis) 
That is, the area ABC equals the total quasi-rents that an 
entrepreneur would earn if he employed the additional resources 
to move output from Oi to Oa. At point C the expected 
additional revenues just cover the costs of the marginal 
employment to produce that last unit. It is on this point 
that Patinkin has mistaken the distance between point A and 8 
as being the maximum profit. What this truly represents is 
the unit of output Oi for which the largest per unit profit is 
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Windfall Profits and Quasi-rents 
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made, but it is the entire area ABC which represents the total 
quasi-rent earned. 
So far we have only considered the short-period, if the 
actual sales and hence income are represented by the curve Y 
then the entrepreneur wouldreceive a windfall profit from the 
production and sale of Oa units equal to the difference between 
points F and C. This windfall will have two potential effects; 
first it may alter the entrepreneur's expectation with the Y 
curve becoming the new short-period effective demand curve and 
the existence of new quasi-rent CFG inducing entrepreneurs to 
expand output to 03. Second, the existence of these profit 
flows may induce entrepreneurs to invest in new capital 
equipment as the marginal efficiency of capital in this industry 
rises. This will obviously alter the aggregate supply curve, 
but the analysis of these complications must be postponed until 
the next chapter. 
It is important to reiterate the fact that Keynes was 
employing the basic competitive model where entrepreneurs 
optimally adjust the factors of employment. In fact as early 
as his 1933 draft he noted that following this line of thought 
he could generate the fundamental equations in a slightly 
different form. With N equaling the labor employed and W the 
wages paid Keynes produced the following [15, p 72-3] 
APiO + Pi 60 = NAW + WAN + AQ 
But for small changes P»A0 = WAN, i.e., the value 
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of the marginal product is equal to its variable 
cost, so that 
AP = -jj-AW + ^2 
or 
A P = -fr. AW + A l T,* 5' 
which is substantially the same as the fundamental 
price equation in my Treatise on Money. 
That is, as additional workers are employed to produce the 
difference between Oi and Oa output levels, if workers are paid 
their value of the marginal product, the change in proceeds will 
equal the change in the wage bill, or prime costs, as Keynes 
called it. If no wage adjustments take place then the price 
change reflects only the quasi-rent, but, if any wage adjustment 
does occur this will be added to the profits (quasi-rents). 
If no resource constraints existed, so that workers continued 
to be paid the fixed market wage, the price change would simply 
reflect the quasi-rent being earned by the competitive firm in 
the short-run. 
Our next important step is to develop the link between the 
theory of money and value theory. Once again we can draw on 
both the Treatise and the General Theory to establish this 
link. 
B. The Monetary Theory of Production 
In the Treatise's chapter on the fundamental equations the 
last section is entitled "The Relation of the Price Level to 
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the Quantity Theory of Money." It begins as follows [7, pp 
131-2] 
The reader will have perceived by now that the relationship 
of the purchasing power of money (or price level of 
consumption goods) and of the price level of output as a 
whole to the quantity of money and the velocity of 
circulation is not that direct character which the old 
fashioned quantity equations, however carefully guarded, 
might lead me to suppose. 
Keynes then proceeds to state under what conditions within the 
strict Quantity Theory of Money a proportionality between the 
quantity of money and prices would hold. These conditions, 
however, are rarely obtained, it is a phenomena relegated to 
equilibrium full employment conditions. The fundamental 
equations allowed Keynes to explore conditions where changes 
in "the public's disposition towards securities" would change, 
and, without ever having affected the quantity of money, output, 
etc., prices could still change. 
Keynes' next step was to reconstruct the fundamental 
equations under conditions of equilibrium, but now from the 
point of view of the uses of money. Keynes defines MI as 
industrial circulation defined as we outlined in Chapter Two 
where it includes the income deposits of individuals Mi plus 
the income deposits of business Ma. Thus MI = Mx + Ma and 
given a specified velocity for these deposits Keynes defines 
the money income of the community E as equal to M£Vi. Thus we 
have 
E = MIVi (5.2) 
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and from the fundamental equations in equilibrium I' = I = S we 
have 
P - + (5.3) 
substituting yields 
p = - a p _ (5.4) 
The price level therefore is based on the income deposits of 
labor and business used to purchase current output. The 
difference Keynes points out between (5.4) and the standard 
Fisherian equation P = MXV/T is that T represents the volume 
of transactions and not current output. Keynes discusses more 
fully his problems with Fisher's version [7, p 208-212] where 
he states [7, p 210]: 
Its weakness . . . is to be found in . . . PaT. For 
neither Pa nor T correspond to quantities in which we are 
likely to be interested for their own sake. Pa is not 
the purchasing power of money and T is not the volume of 
output. 
For Keynes it was the price which people paid for the goods they 
consumed which mattered, and not intermediate transactions of 
business, nor transactions of financial assets. The purchasing 
power of money which was the most directly affecting societies' 
welfare was that of final consumption goods. This explains 
why in developing the fundamental equations he created a 
separate price level for consumer goods as well as a general 
price level. 
But the question still remains, how do changes in the money 
supply affect prices? To answer this we must extend the 
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formalization provided by equation 5.4. At one point in Keynes' 
analysis he recognizes the following relationship 
M = Mi + Ma + Ms (5.5) 
so that 
Mi = M - Ma - Ms (5.5') 
yielding 
p = MjYj, = (M - Ma f l- Ms)Vi . E ( 5 . 6 ) 
Once again this holds for equilibrium, but the natural extension 
of this process would lead us to the following 
(5.7) 
where MS = MS the deposits of business used for investment and 
speculative financial purposes which will affect the costs of 
investments I' or the value of investments I. 
In chapter 17 of the Treatise Keynes discusses the 
diffusion of money, due to loans made by banks, between 
different types of deposits. He notes [7, p 238] that 
Generally speaking, therefore, the proceeds of a new loan 
are added in the first instance to the business deposits. 
Now some of this loan money will be used to cover wage bills 
or Mi, however, [7, p 239] 
The rest of the addition to the business deposits - which 
may conceivably amount in the first instance to the whole 
of the additional money - will fall into the hands of 
speculators and financiers, i.e., of persons who wish to 
buy commodities or securities with borrowed money ... . 
But as the price of securities continues to rise, one or 
other of two things must, sooner or later, happen. It 
may be that this price rise will furnish windfall profits 
to the producers of new investments with the result [in 
an increase in] ...the output of investment. 
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Otherwise, the second alternative is that expectations will be 
affected so that the new money may find its way into savings 
deposits Ms. What Keynes does not analyze until the General 
Theory and his articles on the demand for finance is that the 
increase in business deposits will be used directly for the 
purchase of capital goods raising both their costs I' and value 
I. In this fashion a change in the money supply would have a 
direct effect of increasing the level of profits either in the 
form Ma*V2 - M3V3 or I-S according to the fundamental equations. 
To restate this line of thought we can see that if the 
banking system expands the money supply through making loans, 
the proceeds of these loans result in either direct 
expenditures on new investments, or, through the expenditures 
in financial markets they may eventually stimulate new 
investments. In either of these cases the increased money 
supply creates a flow of money which generates a disequilibrium 
within the fundamental equations. What Keynes in effect is 
pointing out is that the injection of new money into the 
economic system has resulted in the creation of an 'artificial' 
profit for the entrepreneurs receiving the loans. This money, 
just like the money flows that would arise if there was a 
sudden increase in demand for the good, generates a profit 
flow which is then used to purchase inputs (i.e., to command 
the flow of real goods). 
As we noted in Chapter Four, the existence of profits is 
essentially a signal to the entrepreneur that consumers desire 
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his product and are willing to provide him money flows above the 
present level of costs. The demands of consumers are votes with 
dollars which then allow the entrepreneur to compete in factor 
markets to obtain control over real resources in order to more 
effectively meet their demands. These money flows reflect the 
natural desires of consumers, however, the injection of 
additional money flows through loans made by the banking system 
creates this same power to command resources and alter the 
prices of goods. These are, in effect, artificial profits 
within a monetary market economy. In the next chapter we will 
employ this idea to clarify the debate over forced savings and 
neutral money that occurred between Keynes and Hayek in the 
early 1930's. When we realize the link between money, profits 
and demand as representing the power to commmand resources by 
bidding up prices or by creating additional employment. Our 
next task is to show how these ideas evolved in the General 
Theory and in particular influenced the ideas expressed in 
chapter 21 of The Theory of Prices. 
C. The Theory of Prices and Money in the General Theory 
Keynes introduced chapter 21 of the General Theory as 
follows [9, p 292] 
So long as economists are concerned with what is called the 
Theory of Value, they have been accustomed to teach that 
prices are governed by the conditions of supply and demand; 
and, in particular, changes in marginal costs and the 
elasticity of short-period supply have played a prominent 
part. But when they pass in Volume II, or more often in 
a separate treatise, to the Theory of Money and Prices, 
we hear no more of these homely but intelligible concepts 
and move into a world where prices are governed by the 
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quantity of money, by its income- velocity, by the velocity 
of circulation relatively to the volume of transactions, 
by hoarding, by forced saving, by inflation and deflation 
et hoc genus omne: and little or no attempt is made to 
relate these vague phrases to out former notions of the 
elasticities of supply and demand. 
Keynes clearly recognized that in a monetary economy it was 
money that gave the consumer the power to command goods and the 
entrepreneur the power to command factor services, capital 
goods or final goods. Keynes proceeded to give his opinion on 
how economists ought to redefine the tasks before them stating 
[9, p 293] 
The right dichotomy is, I suggest, between the Theory of 
the Individual Industry or Firm and of the rewards and the 
distribution between different uses of a given quantity or 
resources on one hand, and the Theory of Output and 
Employment as a whole on the other hand. 
In essence, the short-run problem is: what guides the 
distribution of our existing resources and what mechanisms 
are used to signal a redistribution? While in the long-period 
the question is: what governs the growth of output as a whole? 
He continues [9, p 293] 
So long as we limit ourselves to the study of the 
individual industry or firm on the assumption that the 
aggregate quantity of employed resources is constant, and 
provisionally, that the conditions of other industries or 
firms are unchanged, it is true that we are not concerned 
with the significant characteristics of money. But as 
soon as we pass to the problem of what determines output 
and employment as a whole, we require the complete theory 
of a Monetary Economy. (my emphasis) 
The significant characteristics of money are those discussed in 
Chapter Two, and the key point Keynes makes in regard to these 
characteristics is that [9, p 293-4] 
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. . . the importance of money essentially flows from its 
being a link between the present and the future. We can 
consider what distribution of resources between different 
uses will be consistent with equilibrium under the 
influence of normal economic motives in a world in which 
our views concerning the future are fixed . . . Or we 
can pass from this simplified propaeduitic to the problems 
of the real world in which our previous expectations are 
liable to disappointment and expectations concerning the 
future affect what we do to-day. It is when we have made 
this transition that the peculiar properties of money as 
a link between the present and the future must enter our 
calculations. But, although the theory of shifting 
equilibrium must necessarily be pursued in terms of a 
monetary economy, it remains a theory of value and 
distribution and not a separate "theory of money." 
That is, when individuals make decisions concerning what 
they desire they are not necessarily myopic, but rather they 
make decisions today about achieving goals in the future. 
These desires are the forces which underlie a demand curve, 
but it is the expenditure of money which makes these desires 
realizations. Decisions can be made today to hold money for 
future purposes and over time these purposes may change, or 
possibly the timing of expenditures may be altered, but it is 
still money and its allocation across time that makes these 
plans and expectations effective in satisfying the consumer's 
desires. The problems that arise from this condition are 
manifold, and as Keynes suggests [9, p 294] 
We cannot get rid of money even by abolishing gold and 
silver and legal tender instruments. So long as there 
exists any durable asset, it is capable of possessing 
monetary attributes and, therefore, of giving rise to the 
characteristic problems of a monetary economy. 
How then did Keynes strengthen the links between 
microtheory and money theory? What mistakes might have 
appeared which have led to confusion and misperceptions 
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regarding his contribution in this area? The answers to both 
of these questions are inextricably entwined and are found in 
chapter 21 where Keynes first sets out a verbal exposition of 
two sets of conditions on the aggregate supply curve which 
would make the traditional proportionality results of The 
Quantity Theory of Money hold. If the elasticity of supply is 
zero or perfectly inelastic and if the change in actual demands 
are proportional to the change in the quantity of money, then 
prices will change proportionally with a change in the quantity 
of money. This condition would occur if full employment is 
obtained in the economy, otherwise, with unemployed resources, 
then employment and prices will both adjust to the changes in 
the quantity of money. The extent to which employment and 
prices change will depend on the elasticity of the aggregate 
supply curve. 
I have underlined the word actual above because it was on 
this point which Keynes made his error in chapter 21 which 
Hawtrey pointed out. Keynes used the symbol MV = D in chapter 
21 implying that changes in the quantity of money would affect 
the effective demand. Hawtrey, however, in a letter dated 
December 19, 1S35 pointed out to Keynes that [12, p 623-4] 
I have been further impressed by these difficulties in 
rereading Chapter 20 on the employment function. For 
example, on p. 280, how can you say that DWR is a unique 
function of total effective demand, Dw, when each is a 
fortuitous aggregate of vagaries of thousands of individual 
opinions which need not be consistent with one another? 
On p. 304 surely MV = D is wrong. MV is equal to the 
actual demand, not expected demand. When I said that the 
only cause determining employment that you deal with is 
actual sales, I was referring to the passages in which 
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you employ the idea of effective demand. I think you 
will find that this is so. 
Here we see that Hawtrey in evaluating Keynes' conception of 
effective demand possesses both insight and misperceptions. 
It is true that effective demand is difficult to conceive of as 
determining final long-period employment and he is correct in 
pointing out that MV = Y, or the actual demand, but it is still 
possible in the short-run for entrepreneurs to develop 
perceptions of D based on expectations of MV. This will 
stimulate changes in short-period employment. 
Keynes responded to Hawtrey on January 6, 1936 [12, p 632] 
when the General Theory had already gone to the printers and 
he notes that he did not make all of the recommended changes, 
however, 
MV = D on page 304 should be MV = Y, and has been altered. 
This unfortunately was not true, for reasons unknown, with the 
result that the chapter on prices as written concerns 
short-period expected prices and not actual prices. Thus 
graphically we have Figure 5.2, where in the short-run with 
entrepreneurs producing Oi level of output and expecting an 
effective demand D based upon some expected quantity of money 
and velocity of circulation an expected quasi-rent equal to 
A-B will provide an incentive to entrepreneurs to increase 
output to 0a in order to maximize the expected quasi-rents. 
Once the actual quantity of money and velocity are known actual 
sales will be generated equal to 0a. If, however, Yo = MVo 
obtains in the economy a windfall profit C-E will be earned. 
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Otherwise if actual sales are Oi based on Yi = MVi the 
production of Oa based on the false expectation of sales will 
result in a loss equal to C-G. 
All of the elasticities of price, output, employment, etc. 
which are developed in this chapter should now refer to actual 
sales which will occur. Thus: 
e„ = -gE elasticity of price with respect to actual demand 
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Using the effective demand versions of these elasticities Keynes 
discusses the implications of the Quantity Theory of Money 
claiming that 6**. = Mdp/pdM could be regarded as a 
generalization of this theory and showing, in effect, that 
when a change in the quantity of money affects a change in 
actual demand, and these actual demands flow through to affect 
prices, we have finally brought the elasticities of supply and 
demand back into the analysis of money and prices. The two 
most important elasticity measures are epm and e<» which in 
effect represent movements along the aggregate supply curve. 
If e0m = 0 and e^ n, = 1 then we have the proportionality case 
of the traditional quantity theory. It was in this respect, 
that Keynes was in essence concerned with all other cases where 
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Actual and Expected Demand 
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eon. 5* 0 and 6*** ^  1, that his theory was indeed a General 
Theory. 
In chapter 20 of the General Theory Keynes asserted that 
(1) the elasticity of price and output, with money wages 
constant, would sum to unity and (2) that as the elasticity 
of output falls the elasticity of price rises. Given the 
importance of these two elasticities as the central component 
of Keynes' generalization of the Quantity Theory of Money it 
is critical that any confusion associated with the validity of 
these assertions be clarified. Indeed, since the mid-1950's 
there has been considerable debate on the nature of the 
aggregate supply curve and this may have served to diminish 
the importance of these tools as well as the message of the 
General Theory. In the remaining section of this chapter we 
will endeavor to provide the clarifications required to 
eliminate any confusion concerning the nature of the aggregate 
supply curve. 
D. Aggregate Supply in the General Theory 
A proof of Keynes' general assertions concerning the 
aggregate supply curve was provided by Wells [20]. In that 
paper a single good model was employed. Klevorick [16] a few 
years later showed that in a multigood economy these assertions 
were no longer necessarily true. Given that Keynes generally 
employed a two good model (consumption and investment goods) 
two questions arise: How could Keynes have made these 
assertions given his multigood model? And is it possible to 
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reconcile the conflicting results obtained by Wells and 
Klevorick? 
In chapter 20 Keynes states that [9, p 280] 
. . . the object of the employment function being to relate 
the amount of the effective demand, measured in terms of 
the wage unit, directed to a given firm or industry as a 
whole with the amount of employment, the supply price of 
the output of which will compare to that amount of 
effective demand. 
Parenthetically we should note that the same relationships must 
hold for actual demands given our discussion in the last 
section. In order to achieve this result Keynes assumes that 
the output of any firm or industry is [9, p 280] "a unique 
function of the total effective demand." That is, for any 
change in effective demand (or actual demand) the employment 
function or, for that matter the aggregate supply function, 
should reveal the total employment (or output) for the economy 
given that level of demand. This result would, in general, 
not be true unless specific underlying assumptions are employed. 
As we shall see the assumptions employed by Keynes are 
tantamount to assuming a single homogeneous output is produced. 
The assumptions which Keynes employs are found on p 281-2 
of the General Theory: 
For let us assume . . . that the propensity to consume is 
given . . . and that we are considering changes in the 
rate of investment. Subject to this assumption, for every 
level of effective demand in terms of wage-units there 
will be a corresponding aggregate employment and this 
effective demand will be divided in determinate proportions 
between consumption and investment. Moreover, each level 
of effective demand will correspond to a given distribution 
of income. It is reasonable, therefore, further to assume 
that corresponding to a given level of aggregate effective 
demand there is a unique distribution of it between 
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industries. This enables us to determine what amount of 
employment in each industry will correspond to a given 
level of aggregate employment. (my emphasis) 
Keynes continues, saying 
That is to say, it gives us the amount of employment in 
each particular industry corresponding to each level of 
aggregate effective demand ... so that the conditions are 
satisfied for the second form of the employment function 
for the industry ... N= = F=(Dw). Thus, ... the individual 
employment functions are addative — F(Dw) = N = ZN= = 
2F=(Dw). 
Thus if the goods in this economy are purchased in a constant 
proportion so that changes in Dw imply a fixed proportion of 
changing outputs in each sector then it is a simple matter of 
addition to yield a known change in employment. Wells, in 
having assumed a single good, has essentially achieved the 
same ends as Keynes did with his fixed proportions. Klevorick, 
however, when assuming that two goods can be produced in any 
proportions could not support the assertions which Keynes 
made and which Wells supported. 
Are Keynes and Wells somehow mistaken in their approach 
or is there some deeper justification for this approach? A 
justification indeed does exist and is even clearly stated in 
chapter 20 as well as in the earlier drafts of the General 
Theory. The justification is that without these assumptions 
Keynes would have been unable to draw a single meaningful 
aggregate supply, and hence employment, function. As Keynes 
points out [9, p 286] 
Now as aggregate expenditure changes the corresponding 
expenditure on the products of an industry will not, in 
general change in the same proportion; partly because 
individuals will not as their incomes rise, increase the 
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amount of the products of each separate industry ... in the 
same proportion and partly because the prices of different 
commodities will respond in different degrees to increases 
in expenditures upon them. 
Keynes then carefully points out that his earlier statements 
were a "first approximation", and that if a change in aggregate 
demand results in different proportions of goods being 
purchased then the output and employment in the economy could 
either rise, fall, or remain unchanged with the results 
depending on the different elasticities of output and 
employment associated with each good purchased. Thus the 
results which Klevorick finds are indeed consistent with 
Keynes' own views and it is puzzling that Klevorick did not 
recognize this statement within this chapter. 
In fact the 1934 drafts of the General Theory [12, p 427-] 
recognize this problem and provide a clear statement Keynes' 
reasoning 
The above is, of course, subject to the 
qualification that different classes of enterprise do 
not, in fact, respond equally in the degree in which they 
modify the employment they offer to equal changes in 
effective demand for their product, since they are not 
all working under the same conditions of supply. Thus 
the same aggregate effective demand may correspond to 
different levels of employment according to the way in 
which it is distributed between different classes of 
enterprise... . But at the present stage of the argument 
I shall abstract from it and assume that all firms have 
similar employment functions, so that aggregate employment 
is a simple function of aggregate effective demand . . . 
Here, rather than assuming proportional outputs the simplifying 
assumption employed is that of similar (identical) employment 
functions. It is quite clear that Keynes realizes that the 
employment and aggregate supply functions as drawn are, in 
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reality, fictions. Why then did Keynes employ these analogues? 
One cannot forget the admonishments of Harrod to Keynes when 
Harrod suggested that the sanctity of supply and demand theory 
be maintained. As Harrod's letter dated August 1, 1935 states 
[12, p 533-4] 
Dear Maynard, 
You may wonder why I lay such stress on a point that merely 
concerns formal proof rather than the conclusions reached. 
I am thinking of the effectiveness of your work. Its 
effectiveness is diminished if you try to eradicate very 
deep-rooted habits of thought unnecessarily. One of these 
is the supply and demand analysis. I am not merely 
thinking of the aged and fossilized, but of the younger 
generation who have been thinking perhaps only a few years 
but very hard about these topics. It is doing a great 
violence to their fundamental groundwork of thought, if 
you tell them that two independent demand and supply 
functions won't jointly determine price and quantity. 
Tell them that there may be more than one solution. Tell 
them that we don't know the supply function. Tell them 
that the ceteris paribus clause is inadmissible and that 
we can discover more important functional relationships 
governing price and quantity in this case which render 
the s. and d. analysis nugatory. But don't impign the 
analysis itself. 
The aggregate supply function is necessary for the logical and 
causal analysis conducted by Keynes and is simply a pedagogical 
device important for analytical, and not quantitative, 
analysis. As Figure 5.3 indicates, if we started out at point 
A on the effective (or actual) demand curve Dx and a new level 
of effective demand arose represented by Da there is no 
compelling reason to assume that point B will represent the 
new level of output and employment. In fact, points B, C, E 
or F might logically occur as a result of the demand change 
depending upon the composition of purchases made by consumers. 
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Indeed the aggregate supply is actually represented by the 
entire plane in the output/employment-proceeds quadrant. The 
drawing of any one Z-curve is simply an expositional device 
employed in order to discuss the nature of equilibrium obtained 
in a monetary-market economy. It would make little or no 
difference if as a result of a compositional change in outputs 
purchased and entrepreneurial adjustments the schedule of 
aggregate supply became Zi in Figure 5.3. By maintaining a 
single aggregate supply function Keynes could focus the 
discussion on the critical issue of the factors determining 
equilibrium points important in determining the nature of 
involuntary unemployment and the functioning of the monetary 
economy. In order to fully analyze the problem of involuntary 
unemployment we must wait until the next chapter where we 
develop the effects of monetary changes on the nature of 
consumer choice and investment expenditures by firms. 
E. Summary of Findings 
The models developed by Keynes in the Treatise and General 
Theory were an attempt to integrate monetary and value theory. 
The method which was used attempted to relate both the money 
flows associated with production and the profit motive of firms 
with the money flows generated by expenditures of individuals 
and business. One of Keynes' central points was that the uses 
to which money was employed made a difference both in terms of 
the prices of current consumption goods (the price level of 
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Figure 5.3 
The Aggregate Supply Plane 
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greatest importance when considering the purchasing power of 
money), and the output and employment experiences of the 
economy. 
In order to clarify these notions Keynes developed the 
concepts of aggregate supply, effective demand, and realized 
aggregate demand to enable the analysis to be expressed in 
terms of our normal conception of supply and demand. These 
conceptions also allowed Keynes to differentiate between 
short-period and long-period results which theoretically would 
allow for a consistent analysis of distributional (allocational) 
questions in the short-run and also in long-period growth. 
By identifying a supply price based on the costs necessary 
to bring specific quantities of goods onto the market Keynes 
could then show how changes in either the total quantity of 
money, or changes in the expenditure patterns of consumers and 
businesses could result in prices which deviate from the normal 
supply price, thus bringing into existence either positive or 
negative profits. The entrepreneur acting in response to these 
profit signals would alter the levels of output, employment, 
and prices charged for his products. The response of 
entrepreneurs in altering supply was a direct result of money 
expenditures (demands) through which consumers were making 
their desires effective. Changes in the money supply or the 
nature of consumer's desires would result in changes in the 
money flows that entrepreneurs received. Demand and supply 
were in every respect monetary phenomena. 
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Keynes' theory was a general theory in the respect that no 
apriori assumptions were made regarding the nature of output 
and price elasticities. The traditional Quantity Theory of 
Money, on the other hand, was a special case of this general 
theory where the supply elasticity was zero and the price 
elasticity equaled one. Furthermore, as Keynes emphasized in 
the Treatise, expenditures were never made equally across the 
many types of goods within an economy [7, p 81-2] 
In the first place, when increased or decreased 
purchasing power in the form of money, seeking to realise 
itself in actual purchases, comes into, or is withdrawn 
from, the market, the increase or decrease . . . is not 
spred evenly and proportionately over various buyers. It 
will, in general, be concentrated in the hands of 
particular classes of purchasers — in the case of a 
credit boom, probably in the hands of those who borrow 
from banks . . . But the working out of the social and 
economic consequences of the new distribution of purchasing 
power will end up in establishing a new equilibrium which 
will be different . . . from the old equilibrium. Thus a 
change in the available 'counters', which does not affect 
everyone's holdings equally . . . may have a fairly large 
lasting effect on relative price levels. 
This fact tended to invalidate the simplistic notions contained 
in the traditional discussion of the Quantity Theory of Money. 
It was his understanding of the basic ideas of how the monetary 
system actually worked that enabled Keynes to escape from the 
view that money mattered, but not in order to reject the basic 
ideas of the Quantity Theory, but rather to show in just what 
ways it did matter. The result of this understanding is evident 
in what is perhaps the most colorful metaphor ever employed 
in discussing how money affects prices. In it Keynes said 
[7, p 81] 
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The effect of moving a Kaleidoscope of the coloured 
pieces of glass within is almost a better metaphor for the 
influence of monetary changes on the price levels. 
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Chapter Six 
CONCLUSION 
So long as economists are concerned with what is called the 
theory of value, they have been accustomed to teach that 
prices are governed by the conditions of supply and demand; 
and, in particular, changes in marginal cost and the 
elasticity of short-period supply played a prominent part. 
But when they pass . . . to the Theory of Money and Prices, 
we hear no more of these homely but intelligible concepts 
. . . One of the objects of the foregoing chapters has 
been to escape from this double life and bring the theory 
of prices as a whole back to close contact with the theory 
of value . . . The right dichotomy is, I suggest, between 
the Theory of the . . . Firm and of the rewards and the 
distribution between different uses of a given quantity 
of resources on the one hand, and the Theory of Output 
and Employment as a whole on the other hand. 
This quote from the General Theory [9, p 282-3] emphasizes 
the importance with which Keynes held the idea of reintegrating 
money and value theory. Although very Marshallian in his 
analysis, Keynes recognized the general equilibrium nature of 
the problems facing a monetary economy. As early as 1932 in 
drafts of the General Theory we can see this recognition [12, 
p 397] 
All the factors in a monetary economy which make up the 
total economic situation are in some degree interdependent, 
and react on one another. Let us, nevertheless, without 
implying that any one is either wholly independent of, or 
causally prior to, the others, endeavor to clear our minds 
by considering them one by one. 
Nevertheless, it was just this type of interdependence at the 
microeconomic level which generated the potential for 
unemployment equilibriums through either a change in liquidity 
preference and its ultimate affect on the demand and supply of 
money and other goods, or a change in income (money-wages) 
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which would directly affect the demand for goods and money. 
This last point in particular was critical in Keynes' attack 
on the classical doctrine of wage flexibility to cure 
unemployment. Reductions in money-wages would not lower prices 
and stimulate demand, but rather, as Keynes noted [9, p 258-9] 
in the General Theory, that such an assumption 
. . . is tantamount to assuming that the reduction in 
money-wages will leave demand unaffected . . . [the] . . 
. question at issue is whether the reduction in money-
wages will or will not be accompanied by the same aggregate 
effective demand as before measured in money. 
Clearly supply and demand were the fundamental concepts 
underlying the analysis of the General Theory and most of 
Keynes' other works. That he focused on the theory of the 
firm, rather than the utility maximizing consumer, as the 
foundation of his microtheoretic approach seems entirely 
justified since it is through the entrepreneurs reaction to 
changing profit conditions, both expected and realized, that 
is the main mechanism through which output and employment are 
created and resources reallocated. 
What Keynes' wished to reject was not the Quantity Theory 
of Money per se but the naive application of this theory using 
the assumptions that the supply elasticities were zero and all 
changes in the quantity of money produced proportional changes 
in all demands for goods. Things were never quite as simple 
as this implied, especially given the importance that time and 
expectations played in the allocation of money resources between 
current output, financial assets and money holdings themselves. 
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A monetary economy was not made up of a "neutral" money 
that in some fashion or other left the allocation of real goods 
and employment untouched. In particular, it was the fact that 
money existed and played the roles that it did which made the 
economy susceptible to fluctuations. Once again, Keynes relied 
on the simple concepts of supply and demand to explicate the 
point concerning money's non-neutrality. This can be shown 
through a simple example: suppose an economy consists of two 
commodity/assets, one of them money and one corn. Suppose 
that the supply of money is perfectly inelastic with its total 
supply determined by the government and production costs being 
virtually zero. The corn commodity is produced directly with 
labor and has a positively sloping supply curve. Thus for all 
intents and purposes the supply curve for corn also represents 
the employment function and aggregate supply curve. 
In Figure 6-1 an equilibrium situation is depicted with 
price p± and quantity q*. of corn being produced (this is a 
point of unemployment). Abstracting from the possibility that 
speculative holdings of corn occur, money is the only asset 
and the demand for money represents the populations' preference 
for liquidity. If, for some reason, people became pessimistic 
regarding the future and desired to hold more money rather 
than maintain the purchases of corn, Dj., then this shift in 
liquidity preference would result in a rise in the demand for 
money to MS and a fall in corn demand to DI. The movement 
from point A to point B along the corn supply curve that results 
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produced an increase in unemployment which cannot be absorbed 
by the money sector of the economy. 
In this type of economy full employment can be achieved 
in one of two ways: either the corn entrepreneurs develop 
beliefs and expectations that the demand for corn will rise to 
Dz and hence profits equal to p0pf are expected, leading them 
to employ more workers which would generate the expected level 
of demand, or the monetary authorities increase the supply of 
money to such a level that the benefits of holding money 
compared to purchasing corn diminish and individuals increase 
their demand for corn ot the level D&, stimulating employment. 
Obviously, Keynes analysis would not necessitate a large one 
time change in money sufficient to create this condition. All 
that is needed is a money injection sufficient to begin a 
movement out of money holdings that would generate positive 
expectations of entrepreneurs that there will be greater profits 
from producing more corn. As more people are employed and they 
spend part of their new money income on corn, the demand for 
corn will rise and entrepreneurial expectations will be 
fulfilled and thus may generate more offers of employment. 
Obviously the multiplier has a powerful role to play in the 
efficacy of any monetary policy or for any change in 
expectations alone. 
By expanding the number of goods produced the importance 
of the distribution of demand becomes critical as well as the 
supply (employment) elasticities of each industry. Once again 
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changes in the demand for any set of goods could release more 
employment than is reabsorbed. More importantly from Keynes' 
perspective of a monetary economy, the expansion of financial 
assets, durable capital goods and any other good which current 
money income could be used to purchase but which provides no 
current employment only exacerbates the employment problems 
facing the economy. 
The important point to note is that it is the distribution 
of money expenditures (i.e., individual demands) thac in part 
determines the level of employment. The other side of the 
equation is based on the supply functions of those goods and 
their associated employment elasticities. The fact that a 
well developed monetary economy contains a large number of 
goods (assets) which may have zero or very small employment 
elasticities—primarily financial assets—and that the 
uncertainties surrounding the future often results in these 
assets being held for the purpose of maintaining liquidity, 
creates all the conditions for a volatile employment market, 
unemployment and the conditions reinforcing the uncertainties 
felt by economic agents. 
That full employment is the exception and not the rule is 
a conclusion that obviously follows from this analysis. That 
it is a microeconomic phenomenon created in part by the 
availability of goods and assets with the employment properties 
associated with money makes it a monetary phenomenon as well. 
The irony of the situation is that money gives the economy 
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both the power to command resources and employment while 
simultaneously providing the means to destroy these 
possibilities if liquidity preferences and the desire to hold 
money as a store of value dominate the motives of individuals. 
That the desire to save and hold money as a store of value 
actually results in a reduction in the value of the economies 
output through the savage waste created by the opportunity costs 
foregone created as a result of unemployment is one of the great 
paradoxes of the monetary economy. 
It is no wonder that Keynes dedicated himself to the fight 
against unemployment, the recognition of these opportunity costs 
and the social injustices created led him to propose policies 
directed towards stabilizing the level of employment as close 
to full employment as possible. The recognition that 
expectations were a key factor to this stability led him to 
propose maintaining a stable price level with the added factor 
of slow growth in prices to stimulate positive expectations of 
profit. Inflation, however, was to be avoided when it resulted 
in the destruction of the value of money and made profits to 
become, not the signal for resource reallocation, but a symbol 
of exploitation. 
With liquidity preferences so liable to fluctuation, 
careful control over the money supply was required with a 
balance being struck between the uses of money as well as 
control of the quantity of money in general. If interest rate 
movements should fail to stimulate production through affecting 
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asset prices, then the direct purchase of goods by the central 
government could act as a stimulant to profit expectations to 
restore employment. The fact that certain markets were missing 
that helped coordinate the store of value function of savings 
with the future production of goods to be potentially purchased 
with these savings meant that some government control of 
investment was necessary to dampen investment fluctuations. 
That no true equilibrium could be reached because of the 
information problem that existed meant that there would 
typically be some unsatisfied demands. There was simply no 
means of signalling which goods should be produced to span the 
future wants of consumers. The best that could be done was to 
create a set of conditions where the widest variety of goods 
could be made available in order that markets be made available 
where consumers could signal their needs and wants letting the 
market signals play their most effective role. 
Keynes was not socialist: he believed in the efficacy of 
the market place and the capitalist system. What he did realize 
is that it was still a far from perfect system due to the 
monetary nature of its structure. Intervention was necessary 
to ensure its smooth functioning and to avoid the costs of 
prolonged unemployment. The policies that he advocated were 
monetary in nature, they had to be given that the system was 
based on a monetary theory of production, with supply and demand 
as its fundamental components. That he recognized this fact 
and strove to communicate its importance surely ranks him as 
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one of the greatest economists of his time and in the history 
of the discipline. 
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